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1) (Carolinas) Speed, John, A New Description of Carolina.
London: 1676. 37x51 cm. Early color, very good ondition, light
chipping at edges, not close to printed surface.. Mild toning. Shallow
old crease towards left side. From Speed's Prospect of the Most
Famous Parts of the World. A classic ear ly map of the Southeast.
Very attractive. Oriented with north at the right side of the map.
Engraved, as other maps in this book, by Francis Lamb. Based on the
Ogilby/Moxon map of the region from 1672, reflecting the latest
information on settlements there. Shows the southeast coast from St.
Augustine to Cape Henry, centering on the Carolinas and the Hatteras
Banks. Cumming (Southeast) 77.
$3,750.00

7) (New England) [Gibson, John], New England. London: 1758.
9.5x6.5 cm. Small map of New England published in Gibson's Atlas
Minimus. Outline color by colony. The last issue, in 1792, included
Vermont which this issue does not. Three forts (Halifax, Western and
Richmond) are shown at the eastern border of the Province of Main,
along the Kennebec River. McCorkle 758.6.
$350.00

2) (Western Hemisphere) Speed, John, America with Those
Known Parts in That Unknowne World Both People and Manner of
Buildings Discribed. London: 1676. 39x51.5 cm. Very good to excellent condition, very thin mat burn (1-2 mm.) at top and right edges.
Original color, part outline, part full. Figures at sides and small plans
along top fully colored. English text on verso from publication in A
Prospect of the Most Famous Parts of the World. Fir st published in
1626 (the date on the map face), this is the fourth state, sold by Bassett
and Chiswell. The first edition was the first map published in an atlas to
show California as an island. Engraved by Abraham Goos. Burden 217,
McLaughlin & Mayo 3, Tooley 302-3, Wheat 39.
$7,500.00
3) (Western Hemisphere) Zahn, Johannes, Facies Una
Hemisphaerii Terrestris. Nur embur g: 1696. 36x84 cm.
Hemispheric map of North and South America with much of the
Pacific. Full early color with very decorative elements (animals,
cherubs, etc.) at the corners. One small tear, repaired, near bottom of
center fold. Shows California as an island. There is a single lake, with
no defined western edge in the place of the Great Lakes. Published,
with a companion map of the eastern hemisphere, in Mundus Mirabili,
Nuremburg: 1696. McLaughlin 122, Shirley 584 (plate 403). $2,750.00
4) (Canada) Covens & Mortier, Carte du Canada Ou de la
Nouvelle France de des Decouvertes Quiy Ont Ete Faites.
Amsterdam: c. 1730. 49x57 cm.. Reissue of De L'Isle's landmark map
of Canada first published in 1703. Original outline color. Very good
condition, slight offsetting. A fine copy of one of the most important
18th century maps of Canada, showing most of Greenland and Baffin
Bay. Holmden 259.
$1,350.00
5) (North America) Covens & Mortier, Carte Particuliere de
l'Amerique Septentrionale. Amster dam: c. 1740. 49x48 cm. The
key map from the Covens and Mortier reduced edition of the 1733
Popple map. Colored red through the British possession in what would
become the United States and southern Canada. Trimmed close at
bottom, otherwise wide margins. Generally good, but with a repair
along the centerfold in Pennsylvania and discoloration along the
southeastern coast and the western border of Pennsylvania. Views of
New York, Quebec, Niagara Falls and Mexico City at the top corners,
harbors and islands along the right side.
$2,500.00
6) (North America) Gentleman's Magazine, Map of the British
and French Settlements in North America. London: 1755.
27.8x38.8 cm.. Map of the colonies at the outset of the French and
Indian Wars. Uncolored. Very good condition, age toned, some wear
along folds. Removed from the July, 1755 issue of the Gentleman's
Magazine, opposite p. 296. Shows west to include much of Texas (not
named), roughly far enough to encompass modern Kansas and Nebraska. Shows Earl Grantville's North Carolina grant and South Carolina
both extending beyond the Mississippi River. Engraved by J. Lodge.
Jolly (Maps in British Periodicals 1) 91; Sellers & Van Ee 5,
McCorkle 755.24.
$525.00

8) (Boston) Pennsylvania Magazine, New and Correct Plan of the
Town of Boston and Provincial Camp. Philadelphia: 1775. 27x19
cm. Very rare and important plan of Boston published in the July,
1775 issue of the Pennsylvania Magazine, edited by Thomas Paine.
Engraved by Robert Aitken. Very good condition, with folds as issued,
light water stain at left side. Top left corner (2 cm. x 2 cm along sides)
restored with neat lines in facsimile. There is no loss or restoration
beyond this small area at the top corner. Of the three maps depicting
the war in the Boston area which were published in the Pennsylvania
Magazine in 1775, this is the scarcest in trade. The main map, of the
town of Boston, was largely based on a map which appeared in the
May 1774 issue of the Universal Magazine of London. The smaller
plan at the bottom right, however, of the vicinity of Boston showing
the locations of forts, batteries and entrenchments is entirely original.
This was the first printed map of the situation in the area of Boston in
the aftermath of the Battle of Bunker Hill, published before word of
the battle even reached England. Boston Engineering Department,
(List of Maps of Boston) p. 51; Nebenzahl (Bibliography of Printed
Battle Plans of the American Revolution) 2 and 2a; and Wheat and
Brun 238.
$4,750.00
9) (Boston) Pennsylvania Magazine, New Plan of Boston Harbour
from an Actual Survey. Philadelphia: 1775. 26.2x18.4 cm. Among
the earliest maps of Boston Harbor published in America, this map
appeared in the June 1775 issue of the Pennsylvania Magazine, edited
by Thomas Paine. Engraved by Caleb Lownes. Good to very good
condition, bright and crisp but with a light waterstain along the left

side, as much as 6 cm into the left side. This, along with the text in the
magazine, is the first printed reference to the Battle of Bunker Hill. A
note below the key indicates "Charlestown burnt June 17th, 1775 by
the Regulars". Bunker Hill is named on the map. The map shows all of
Boston Harbor, from Charlestown to Hull and Hingham, with all of
the islands in the harbor identified. Boston Engineering Dept. (List of
Maps of Boston) p. 50; Wheat & Brun 239, Guthorn (American
Maps), p.74
$4,000.00

10) (Boston) Des Barres, J. F. W., [Boston Bay and Vicinity].
London: 1776. 76x106 cm. First state, identified as there is no imprint
line under the border at the lower left. Large chart of Boston Bay,
from Salem Harbor to Scituate Harbor and inland to Watertown.
Original color. Margins restored, other light soiling and damage
repaired professionally. This untitled chart is not to be confused with
the chart of Boston Harbor which was also published in Des Barres'
Atlantic Neptune. This char t does not have the extensive shading
and detail on land as that map. Here, the much of the lefthand side of
the map representing land areas away from the coastline is blank. The
charts from the Atlantic Neptune are all very beautifully engraved,
highly sought and quite scarce. Seller & Van Ee 951.
$5,250.00

Mississippi Rivers. Engraved by G. Gonne. Imprint line reads:
"Engraved for Morse's Geography Published by John Jones Dublin
Augt 6th 1792." McCorkle 792.2, "A copy of the maps in the
American and English editions, but a new plate."
$450.00
13) (United States - South) Purcell, Joseph, A Map of the States of
Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia;
Comprehending the Spanish Provinces of East and West
Florida .... Dublin: 1792. 32x37 cm. Map of the Souther n states
from the rare Dublin edition of Jedediah Morse's American
Geography. Uncolor ed, light water stain thr ough much of image,
light damage at right edge where connected to book. This is among the
relatively few maps (30 according to Dotson & Baker (Cartobibliography of Engraved Maps Depicting the State of Franklin) to
Include the "New State of Franklin", and is among the harder-to-find
of those maps. The plate was derived entirely from the American and
British editions of Morse's work, but re-engraved by "Taylor, Sculpt.,
Donnybrook near Dubln." Imprint line reads: Engraved for Morse's
Geography, Publish'd by John Jones, July 25th 1792. Dotson & Baker
7, Baynton-Williams (Maps Marking the American State of Franklin,
The Map Collector #72, p. 12).
$1,500.00
14) (Massachusetts) Carleton, Osgood, Map of Massachusetts
Proper Compiled from Actual Surveys Made by Order of the
General Court, and Under the Inspection of Agents of Their
Appolintment. Boston: 1801. 77x117 cm. 4 par t map, r estor ed.
Modern linen backing. Extensive facsimile work at edges, particularly
in the large cartouche at the lower left. An early crease runs vertically
through Hampshire County and there is a 2 inch circular stain in the
lower right border, below Nantucket. While extensively restored, this
is now a very presentable copy of and early, important map of
Massachusetts by Carleton, one of the most prominent early American
cartographers. Engraved by Joseph Callender and Samuel Hall. The
vignette was drawn by G. Graham. This is the second edition of this
map first published in 1798 (though Wheat & Brun 214 assigns a date
of 1795), an effort which was rejected by the state legislature and subsequently sold separately by Carlton and John Norman. This 1801
revision was approved by the Massachusetts Senate, making this edition the first state map officially sanctioned by a state legislature. See
Ristow p. 89 for the history of the making of this map.
$2,500.00

11) (United States) Lotter, Matthieu Albert, Carte Nouvelle de
L'Amerique Angloise, Contaenant Tout ce que les Anglois Possedent sure le Continent de l’Amerique Septentrionale .... Augsbourg:
[1777]. 60x49 cm. Fine copy. Dated through references, though
Library of Congress dates its copy as c. 1775. Gilt highlighting of
letters in the title block. There is an interesting depiction of Maine,
with an eastern border on the Pebobscot River, but with the province
bending to the northwest around New Hampshire to the St. Lawrence
River from Quebec City to Trois Riviere. The map extends west to
show all of Lake Michigan and a very misshapen Michigan peninsula.
The place names are an interesting mix of French and English. Shows
Canada, Florida,and Fort Duquesne. McCorkle 776.19
$2,250.00
12) (United States - East) Morse, Jedediah, Map of the Northern
and Middle States; Comprehending the Western Territory and
the British Dominions in North America. Dublin: 1792. 32x37 cm.
Uncolored map of the northeastern United States and Canada. Extends
north to Hudson Bay and west to just past the Mississippi River. From
the 1792 Dublin edition of Morse's American Geography. Some
discoloration along folds, minor damage, with no loss, along tear ine
from binding. Contains considerable information on the Northwest
Territory (shown as Western Territory), showing army lands and
holdings of various companies settling lands near the Ohio and

15) (New York State) DeWitt, Simeon, Map of the State of New
York ... Contracted from his Large Map of the State. [New Yor k]:
1804. 57x70 cm. Dissected and backed on original linen, with original

slipcase, sides split, repaired near top. Outline color by county. Fine
condition, with light age-toning. The western section of the state is
virtually undeveloped, with Buffalo and Rochester not yet founded.
Genesee County covers the entire western extremity of the state and
has only 3 towns identified. This is a reduced version of DeWitt’s
monumental, and extremely rare, 6-sheet map of New York State
published in 1802. Even though DeWitt was the state surveyor, both
that map and this were published independently, without formal
approval of the State legislature. Streeter 893: "This is apparently one
of the earliest separate folding maps of New York after it became a
state." Ristow p.103. Very scarce. Not in Phillips.
$4,500.00
16) (Egypt) Arrowsmith, Aaron, Map of Upper Egypt Drawn from
Various Documents. Additions to 1816. London: 1816. 99x66.5 cm.
Dissected and backed by modern linen with original tab. Shows
northern Egypt and the Upper Nile above Aswan, with an inset map of
a stretch below that. Cairo and Suez are at the northern edge of the
map. There is also an inset of the Bay of Cosire (Quseer) on the Red
Sea The western portion of the Sinai. Uncolored. Very good detail
along the river, with signifcantly less in the outlying desert areas. Text
describes the canals and roads of the area.
$750.00

17) (New Hampshire) Carrigain, Philip, New Hampshire by
Recent Survey Made Under Supreme Authority and Published.
[Concord]: 1818. 159x126 cm. Rare second printing of the first
official map of New Hampshire. Restored, varnish removed and
modern cloth backing. Good to very good condition, with a horizontal
crack near the center and several small chips. Large insets of New
England/Maritime Provinces, and the Southern/Central U.S. This copy
has many manuscript revisions in an unknown hand, noting new towns
and counties, including Sullivan, Belknap and Carroll Counties.
Sullivan County was established in 1827, Belknap and Carroll
Counties in 1840. The names of many towns which were created
during the early 19th century have also been written onto the surface.

Cobb does not list an 1818 edition of this map and Rumsey refers to
the 1816 edition as the "first, and only" edition. Meyers and Stark,
“The Making of the Carrigain Map of New Hampshire,” Historical
New Hampshire, vol. 52 nos. 3&4 (Fall/Winter 1997) alludes to a
second printing in 1818 from which Carrigain sold copies privately,
but cited no known copies. We were unable to identify any substantive
differences, aside from the date, between this an the 1816 issue.
Ristow p.96., Streeter 729.
$7,000.00
18) (United States) Melish, John, United States of America,
Compiled from the Latest & Best Authorities. Philadelphia: 1818.
40.2x49 cm. Fully colored map from the Abraham Rees Encyclopedia.
Very good condition, light wear and small splits along previous folds.
Extends to just beyond the Rocky Mountains, with a large, partially
delineated Texas. Outline color by state. Published by Murray, Draper,
Fairman & Co. and engraved by Samuel Harrison. This is the first
issue of Melish's famous map, without Castle Rock and James Peak
which were added after the Long Expedition of 1819-20. This map
was republished several times through the early 1820’s, most notably
in the Lavoisne atlas of 1822. Wheat (Transmississippi) 327. $1,250.00

19) (Massachusetts) Hales, John G., Map of Boston & Vicinity.
Boston and Philadelphia: 1819. 61x80 cm. First edition of this
important map of the area around Boston. Restored, with varnish
removed and modern linen backing. Original rods. Outline color. A
most important but little-known Boston map by a most important but
little-known mapmaker. Hales’ wonderful map offers depicts the
region encompassing Beverly to the northeast, Scituate to the
southeast, and Natick, East Sudbury &c. to the west-over 720 square
miles in all. The relatively large scale of 1 inch to the mile enables
Hales to provide great detail of both the natural and human geography,
including topographical features (hills with their elevations, marshes,
waterways and woodlands); town and country boundaries; the
transportation network (roads, turnpikes and the Middlesex Canal); the
locations of meeting houses, churches, manufacturing establishments,
and even individual private dwellings, with the homes of eminent
persons given particular notice. This is also among the less-recognized
publications of John Melish who is named along with Hales on the
imprint line at the bottom of the map. Boston Engineering
Department, Checklist of Maps of Boston, p. 94; Garver, Surveying
the Shore, pp. 58-59 (pl. 26): “It took Hales and his assistants three
years to complete this survey. Taking all those measurements meant
walking the lanes and turnpikes of the region.”; Phillips, p. 155 (listing
only the 1833 edition).
$4,750.00

20) (New England) Tanner, Henry S., Map of the States of Maine,
New Hampshire .... Philadelphia: 1820. 52x63 cm. Fr om the fir st
edition of Tanner's American Atlas. A very attractive copy. Clean split
along center fold, repaired, minor chipping at sides. Full original color
by county. Likely an early impression as the lines in the decorative
cartouche showing the rocky Atlantic coast are very strong and crisp.
The copyright date on the map is 1820, but this was first published in
Tanner's American Atlas in 1823.
$1,500.00
21) (Vermont) Whitelaw, James, Vermont from Actual Surveys.
Hartford, Vt.: 1824. 114x90 cm. Large map of Vermont, in very good
condition. Light waterstain at right side, minor scattered chips with no
loss of printed area. Outline color by county. This was one of only two
issues of the Whitelaw map to have the attractive colored view of
Montpelier by Mrs. S. I. Watrous. According to Ristow, p. 89, this was
the last edition of one of the most important maps of Vermont, first
published in 1796. However, Wheat & Brun 200 refers to 1838 and
1851 editions, but does not mention this one.
$4,250.00

governors of Connecticut through 1831. Other inset maps are of
Hartford and lower New England. This map was taken from the plate
by Daggett and Ely, first published in 1827. Thompson 85 indicates that
this map is the second appearance of this plate.
$900.00
26) (Broadside) Baldwin & Treadway, Statistical Chart of the
United States. New Haven: c. 1831. 70x46 cm. Lar ge uncolor ed
chart with mechanically engraved decorative border. Includes
population, distance, climate and other tables. The population tables are
also broken down by state showing the populations of larger cities and
towns in 1820 and 1830. The tables also details slave populations,
ranging from 469,724 slaves in Virginia to 14 in Rhode Island. There
are also a table of distances, chart with the heights of mountains, list of
active naval vessels and other information. Decorative elements at the
center include two Greek columns with and eagle at the top. OCLC
51645428 (2 loc.).
$475.00

22) (New England) Hale, Nathan, Map of the New England States,
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island
and Connecticut, with the Adjacent Parts of New York & Lower
Canada. .... Boston: 1826. 111.6x99 cm. Wall map mounted on
modern linen with original rods. Very good condition, restored with
varnish removed, but still showing some toning with a very light horizontal crack. Full color by town, somewhat faded. Fine map of the
New England states with an inset of Northern Maine. Very good topographical detail. An excellent, scarce map of New England, the first
large map of the whole region since the Jefferys map of the mid 18 th
century. The northern part of Maine is shown as a large inset at the
right side. Engraved by J. V. N. Throop. Hale was the nephew of his
Revolutionary War namesake. Phillips p.472.
$3,250.00
23) (New York State) Burr, David H., Map of the State of New
York and the Surrounding Country, Compiled from his Large
Map of the State. Albany: 1829. 49x63 cm. Rar e wall map in fair
to good condition, with age-toning, extensive craacking and light
chipping. Lacks bottom rod. The largest of the chips affects an area in
western Orange County, eliminating the "RA" of the county name. The
map includes all of Connecticut, Rhode Island and Vermont as well as
most of New Hampshire and Massachusetts. Full color by county in
New York, outline color in other states. Profiles of Erie, Seneca, and
Champlain Canals at lower left. A scarce map, published in the same
year as Burr's great New York State Atlas, reduced from Burr's larger
wall map of the state.
$850.00
24) (Long Island) Blunt, E. & G.W., Long Island Sound From New
York to Montock Point, Surveyed in the Years 1828, 29 & 30. New
York: 1830. 54.6x203.2 cm. Fine blue-backed coastal chart, showing
depths in the Sound. Excellent condition with bright backing and
original label on back. Label has very light loss at bottom right corner.
One very small stain in an unprinted area and two horizontal creases
are the only blemishes on this wonderful example. Shows all of Long
Island Sound from Manhattan to Stonington Connecticut and Watch
Hill, Rhode Islands, with soundings trhoughout. Identifies inlets,and
bays on both the north and south coasts. Lighthouses are shown with
red and yellow markings. A superlative copy of a scarce and important
American sea chart. Guthorn p. 65: "Much improved chart of Long
Island Sound ..." Phillips p.363.
$4,500.00
25) (Connecticut) Thrall, Willis, Map of Connecticut from Actual
Survey. Har tfor d: 1831. 47.5x56 cm. Small wall map in ver y good
to excellent condition, restored with modern linen and original rods. A
scarce map by a small regional mapmaker. At top left is a listing of the

27) (Maine) Greenleaf, M oses, Map of the State of Maine with the
Province of New Brunswick. Por tland: 1832. 127.3x102.9 cm. State
II of the most important 19th century map of Maine. Wooden rods. Very
good condition with original varnish and linen backing. Some wear and
fraying at top and right side, varnish worn through in some places. Generally very good original condition. Full color by county. Engraved by
J. H. Young & F. Dankworth of Philadelphia. This is a state of this map
unreported by Edgar Crosby Smith in his bibliography of the Maps of
Maine in his book, Moses Greenleaf, Maine's First Map Maker. He lists
the 1829 edition, but not this 1832 issue. Moses Greenleaf's maps are
all extremely scarce, though copies of the third edition of 1844, published by his son Moses, Jr. appear on the market periodically. Thompson (Printed Maps of Maine) 32 (2 locations). OCLC locates 3 other
copies. Thompson (Catalogue Raisonne) 124. Not in Phillips. $4,500.00

28) (Massachusetts) Wilder, Henry, Map of the County of Essex,
Massachusetts Compiled from Surveys made by order of the Legislature. [Boston?]: c. 1832. 43.2x41.9 cm. Pr eviously folded, now laid
down on a board. Some toning, chipping at top and bottom edges. Some
very small drops (ink?) in the towns of Danvers and Salem. It is not
clear if these were intentionally placed or not. Outline color by town.
Statistical table at bottom left, inset plan of Salem at bottom right. This
map was “compiled from the surveys made by order of the Legislature
in 1831-2.” This is a reference to a project to produce a new official
map of Massachusetts to replace that issued by Osgood Carleton in
1801. Identifies the major roads across the county, but there were no
railroads or canals yet in place or proposed. OCLC 57072236 (1 location, though we are aware of at least four other copies.)
$600.00
29) (Ohio) Blunt, Edmund M., Travellers Pocket Map of Ohio with
Its Canals, Roads and Distances, by Stage & Steam Boat Routes.
New York: 1832. 35x41 cm. Pocket map in original leather folder with
"Map of Ohio" stamped in gilt on the front. Some rubbing at edges. The
map has been professionally covered with an extremely thin, essentially
transparent archival paper, giving it a slighly gauzy appearance. It also
has a light stain towards the left side. Full color by county. This is a
very rare early map of Ohio by Edmund Blunt, noted for his sea charts,
not standard maps. Printed by William Hooker, who mostly printed
maps of New York City. Published the same year as Blunt's Traveller's
Guide to and Through Ohio. This map is the one that appear ed in
that guide, but this is clearly designed as a stand-alone pocket map - it
is not a copy of the Travellers Guide without the text.We have not seen
any other Blunt pocket maps or any other cartographic productions
which were not nautically oriented. Hooker is primarily known for engraving maps of New York City and the area around it.
$2,250.00

Mitchell’s Traveller’s Guide” Philadelphia: 1834. 96 pp. This
accompaniment is the extremely scarce text, primarily a route book,
which was included as part of this work beginning with the 1836
edition. This text is very rarely seen with the map and chart. The map
was engraved on steel by J. H. Young and D. Haines, among the earliest
American maps engraved on steel. Thomson (American Railroads
before 1841) 890.
$1,150.00
33) (New York State) Miller & Co. Lith., Map of the Village of
Acasto. New Yor k: c. 1835. 56x86 cm. Uncolor ed plat map for a
town on Lake Erie which was never developed. There is a large area of
restoration at top left with facsimile of neat line border, but there was
no loss of text as this entire restored section was in Lake Erie. The
proposed town was at the northern edge of Chautauqua County, at the
intersection of Cattaraugus Creek and Lake Erie. The current hamlet of
Irving in the town of Hanover is roughly in this location. There are 88
blocks, each with up to 24 lots, delineated. The land at the top right,
accross Cattaraugus Creek from the town, is denoted as Indian
Reservation. There is almost no historical record of this town. Possibly
unique, as neither this map, nor any other map of Acasto, is found in
OCLC.
$950.00

30) (British Isles) Walker, J. & A., Chart Shewing the Position of
all The Lighthouses &c. in the British Isles, and Describing their
Respective Appearances. London: 1833. 46x34 cm. Small bluebacked chart in very good to excellent condition, one short mended tear,
two small chips mended. Chart shows Great Britain and Ireland, with
red and yellow markings denoting lighthouses. Text next to many of the
lights describe the type and duration of the beacon employed. The chart
is apparently very rare as OCLC lists no copies. We found one other
copy offered by a map dealer around 2014.
$350.00
31) (Connecticut) Lester, William, Map of New London and
Windham Counties in Conn... New Haven: 1833. 82x69.5 cm. Linen
-backed, generally very good condition, showing typical wear. Outline
color by town. Among the 10 inset maps is one of the Continuation of
the Boston, Norwich & New London Railroad which is described by
Thompson as the earliest charting of a Connecticut railroad. Other inset
maps includes New London, Parkverille, Brooklyn, Unionville, Jewett
City, Norwich. Willimantic and Danielsonville. There is also a large
inset Geological Map of Windham and New London Counties by W.
W. Mather. This is the earliest Connecticut county map listed by
Thompson and among the earliest of any New England counties. The
map is exceedingly well done, with the drawing and the engraving of
the highest quality for the period. It is rare - the only reference found
was in Thompson’s listing. There is a small green label at the bottom
right, in a blank portion of Rhode Islane, “Colored and Put Up By C. S.
Williams, N. Haven, Conn.” Not in Phillips. Thompson 88. $2,150.00
32) (United States) Mitchell, S. Augustus, Travelers Guide through
the United States. Philadelphia: 1833. 43.5x53 cm. Ver y good to
excellent condition, light scuffing. Issued with folding statistical chart,
detached. Second edition of one of the most popular traveler's guides of
the 19th century. Sold with: “The Principal Stage, Steam-boat, and
Canal Routes of the United States … Being an Accompaniment to

34) (United States - Midwest) Strong, Ezra, States of Ohio,
Indiana, & Illinois and Michigan Territory from the Latest
Authorities. Har tfor d: 1836. 54x76.8 cm. Appar ently r emoved fr om
a folder (not present) due to presence of fold lines, long since flattened.
Otherwise excellent condition. Full color by county. A rare map of the
evolving Midwest. Comparison to an 1835 edition reveals 3 new
counties in Illinois (including a much enlarged Cook County). and 2 in
Indiana. Very similar to the map of this area first published by Anthony
Finley in 1826 and later revised by S. Augustus Mitchell. Karpinski 123
mentions only an 1833 edition, but we have seen copies dates 1834 and
1835 as well.
$2,650.00
35) (Ohio) Whitaker, James C., Map of the County of Stark, State
of Ohio. Massilon, OH: 1837. 39x53 cm. Map of this county in
eastern Ohio containing the city of Canton. Very good condition, with
water stains at bottom center extending just past the neat lines and
bottom left corner outside of the neat lines. Minor soiling in margins at
right side. Bright fresh original outline color by township. Shows
towns, roads, and rivers. Also identifies several early canals. No
railroads are shown. A small number of land owners are identified. A
very rare map. Four copies are known, with Ohio State holding the only
identified institutional copy.
$1,450.00

36) (United States) Strong, Ezra, Map of the United States
Corrected from the Most Authentic Sources. New Yor k: 1838.
32.6x50.5 cm. Unbacked map of the United States with several long
tears, repaired. One of the repairs has left a stain through the population
table at the lower right and the title. Accompanied by a separate chart,
undated and in German, by Strong providing statistics and data about
each of the states. Like the map, this has been hand colored with very
bright, garish colors. A most unusual, late, production by Strong.
Firstly, it has an imprint of New York, not Hartford, where most Strong
maps were published. An old Connecticut copyright notice in favor of
Eleazer Huntington remains at the bottom. Secondly, the information
chart is something we haven't seen before accompanying this map,
much less one printed in German.The chart has several old horizontal
tears, repaired.A very rare map of the United States.
$2,750.00
37) (Virginia/Maryland/Delaware) Tanner, Henry S., Virginia,
Maryland and Delaware. Philadelphia: 1839. 51x73 cm. Or iginal
decorative bright red leather folder stamped "Virginia, Maryland &
Delaware" on the spine. Excellent condition, minor mended tears at
some fold junctions. Bright full color by county. This is a late issue of a
map which was first published in Tanner's American Atlas in 1823,
with an updated copyright date of 1839. A copy of this map we have
seen from 1838 still carried an 1833 copyright. Extensively updated to
show many railroads and canals, both existing and proposed. A very
attractive, scarce map of the mid-Atlantic region.
$1,750.00

back. No loss. Full color by county in Pennsylvania and New Jersey,
uncolored in neighboring states which includes large parts of Maryland
and Delaware and parts of Ohio, Virginia, New York and Connecticut.
This edition of the map was copyrighted in 1839 but is derived from the
map first published by Tanner in his American Atlas of 1823. $850.00
41) (Gulf of Mexico/United States South) Blunt, E. & G. W., The
North Coast of the Gulf of Mexico from St. Marks to Galveston.
New York: 1842. 66x105.4 cm.. First edition of a very rare sea chart of
the Gulf Coast of the United States from St. Marks, Florida to New
Orleans. Excellent condition, with original blue backing paper. Two
short mended tears at sides, scattered typical light soiling and wear.
While the title of the map indicates that it extended west to Galveston,
Texas, the chart section which showed from New Orleans to Galveston
was dated 1846. Streeter (Texas) 1408, referring to the Texas section:
"It is of course entirely possible that an edition of this chart was published in 1845 or earlier, but if so it has not come to light." Thus, it is
quite likely that the western section did not exist at the time that this
first edition was published. OCLC 23380436 shows 13 locations for
this chart, but it is unclear from that listing how many of those holdings
are actually a microfilm produced in 1981. The extent of the chart is
also not specified in that record, so it cannot be determined whether
those copies extend to New Orleans or Galveston.
$1,750.00

38) (Jerusalem) Beautiful and Accurate Elevation of the Temple
of Solomon Taken from the Celebrated Model Erected by Consellor
Schott. n.p.: c. 1840. 61x103 cm. Pr int mounted on linen with
wooden rods and varnished in the style of a wall map. Original hand
coloring. Good to very good condition, with typical wear and creasing
and two small chips. Religious print, possibly with Masonic
associations. A large depiction of the exterior of the Temple of
Jerusalem takes up the center. At left, a vertical column of four scenes
depicts important events in the life of David. At right, another column
of four scenes depicts events from the life of Solomon. Below the main
image, smaller images show the Temple's interior, including the
sanctum sanctorum, a keyed bird's-eye view of the Temple courts, the
Tabernacle, and various objects used in worship. There is no identifying
information (place, date, engraver, etc.) on this piece at all, but the style
is similar to that used by Lewis Robinson, Ensign, and others of the
period between 1830 and 1850. AAS ID 410259.
$350.00
39) (Presidents) Klauprech & Menzel, Presidents of the United
States. Cincinnati: [1840]. 51x38 cm. Wall-map style uncolored
lithograph, backed with original linen. Varnished. Chipping at edges
with loss of the last letter in the names of presidents Van Buren and
Harrison. Age-toned, light soiling near bottom. This is among the
earliest work of Klauprech and Menzel, which Peters (America on
Stone p.252) shows as first operating in 1840. Dated from the presence
of President Harrison, but not Tyler, indicating that this must be from
the early months of 1840. The Presidents are presented in an oval
pattern, with Washington at the top center and Harrison at the bottom
center with others arranged chronologically in rows from the top down.
Peters says this of Klauprech & Menzel: "Extremely good, interesting
work; someone should investigate and collect their prints." The imprint
at the bottom gives their address as "Third Street, below Vine." This is
not an address which is listed for this firm by Peters.
$650.00
40) (New Jersey/Pennsylvania) Tanner, Henry S., Map of the
Canals and Rail Roads of Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
Philadelphia: 1841. 50x69 cm. Original cloth folder. Map is in fair to
good condition, with mended splits along many folds and repairs on

42) (Pennsylvania) Scott, Joshua, Scott's Map of Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. Philadelphia: 1842. 123x113 cm. Wall map, r estored. Original rods, modern linen backing, varnish removed. Some
small holes repaired in facsimile. Full color by town. Land owners identified. Shows lots and streets in the larger towns and villages. This is a
re-engraved, expanded version of Scott's 1824 map of Lancaster County. This was among the earliest large county maps in the country. Most
of the earlier ones, including those of Pennsylvania counties by John
Melish, of New York counties in David Burr's state atlas, and those of
South Carolina in the Mills atlas were considerably smaller. OCLC
801646119 lists only one other known copy, at the Library of Congress.
Comparison with the on-line image of that copy shows that there are
differences between the two. Most of those differences are in the presence or absence of land owner names. There are more such names on
the LOC copy, leading to a strong possibility that this copy is the earlier
of the two. An extremely rare county map, of which this might be a
unique example.
$3,750.00

43) (Massachusetts) Borden, Simeon, Topographical Map of the
State of Massachusetts. Boston: 1844. 193x127 cm. Br ight or iginal
full color by county. Restored wall map, in very good to excellent
condition. Original rods. Small areas of restoration and light residual
soiling near top and along right side. Varnish removed. Modern linen
backing. This is the scarce first edition of this huge map of
Massachusetts, the first official map of the state since the Osgood
Carleton maps of 1798-1802. Large inset Geological Map of
Massachusetts by Edwar d Hitchcock at bottom left. This map was
reissued, with revisions, in 1861. Includes Nantucket & Martha's
Vineyard. Phillips p.401.
$3,250.00
44) (New York State) Sherman & Smith, Agricultural and
Geological Map of the State of New York by Legislative Authority.
New York: 1844. 92x103 cm. Unbacked, unbound folded map.
Generally good condition, with separations at two fold junctions and
short tears along two folds. Some fraying at left margin, with no loss of
printed surface. This is the second edition of an important map of New
York State, with agricultural information added to the geological data
which was featured on the 1842 first edition. The coloring extends east
to the Connecticut River, including all of the state of Vermont and the
western parts of Connecticut and Massachusetts. While the title states
that this was published "by legislative authority", there is no other
indication that this was a government publication.
$750.00
45) (Spain) Purdy, John, A New Chart of the Coasts of Spain,
Portugal, and Barbary, from St. Sebastian to Cape Blanco North;
with Part of the Mediterranean Sea; Including Particular Plans of
the Principal Harbours, &c. Compiled and Reduced from the
Surveys and Determinations of Don Vicente Tofino and Other
Distinguished Modern Navigators. London: 1844. 93x100 cm. Sea
chart with original blue paper backing, of the western and southern
coasts of Iberian Peninsula. Good condition, with some crude repairs
near the top and general typical wear and soiling. 10 inset plans, mostly
of harbors, and six coastal profiles. The insets include separate small
charts of the Straits and Bay of Gibraltar. Lighthouses identified by
small dots of color.
$675.00

rative reprinting of the Declaration of Independence, restored with
modern backing. Minor chipping and reconstruction at edges. The text
of the Declaration is surrounded by seals of the original thirteen states,
with the names of some generals or heroes of the Revolution between
the seals. The signatures are facsimiles of the originals, but the text is
not, having been reset in a wide variety of typefaces. At the top center
is a portrait of George Washington. The bottom corners have brief
biographical information on Washington and Lafayette.
$850.00
47) (New York City) Hassler, F. R., Map of New-York Bay and
Harbor and the Environs. Washington: 1845. 86x60 cm. Good copy
of the 1845 reduction of Hassler's 6-sheet map. Some soiling and wear,
particularly along vertical creases from earlier rolling. This is one of the
best 19th century maps of New York Bay, showing the area from
Shrewsbury and Red Bank, New Jersey to South Oyster Bay and Jones
Beach on Long Island. It includes the southern portion of Manhattan
Island. Detail extends west to include Newark and Elizabeth, New
Jersey. Thousands of soundings shown in water areas, good detail
showing lot lines, topographical features and forested areas on land.
Four coastal views at bottom. There were at least three states of this
map issued, one for inclusion in a volume of Coast Survey mapss
another, like this copy, on thicker paper for separate sale. This copy
has a price, 75 cents, printed under the Coast Survey insignia which the
folded copy does not have. The folded issue has a printed line outside
the top right border, “Electrotype Copy No. 5 by G. Mathiot U.S.C.G.”
which this copy does not have. Guthorn p.72 shows yet another minor
variant, designated Electrotype Copy No. 1. All three have slightly
different representations of the compass lines near the bottom right.
There are no other evident differences.
$1,000.00
48) (Ohio) Bromagsen, Eilas, Shanesville, OH. Shanesville: 1846.
30x25 cm. Manuscript plat map of a town along the St. Mary's River in
what was Darke County on the western edge of the state. This town is
now known as Rockford and is in Mercer County, though the streets
shown here are unchanged in name or layout from those shown here.
There are 4 east-west and 2 north-south streets shown and 42 different
lots are numbered. The identification and attestation of the maker is
written on the back of the brown paper on which it is drawn.
$750.00
49) (United States-West) Preuss, Charles, Topographical Map of
the Road from Missouri to Oregon Commencing at the Mouth of
the Kansas in the Missouri River .... Baltimor e: 1846. 41x67 cm.
Preuss's classic 7-part map of Captain Fremont’s route from Missouri to
the Pacific Ocean, one of the great landmarks in American cartography.
Bound at right side. A good copy only, with some repair and restoration
work, though no loss. Early tape repair marks still show at points along
a previous center fold, with discoloration at those points. Housed in a
modern full cloth portfolio. An immensely important piece in the mapping of the American West, Wheat 523 devotes 4 pages and 7 photos to
this, illustrating each of the seven sheets, more than is devoted to any
other single work. Wheat effuses over this map, calling it “a road guide
for Oregon emigrants such as had never previously existed. … insufficiently appreciated by students of Western history”
$2,750.00

46) (Declaration of Independence) Phelps, Humphrey, Declaration
of Independence. New Yor k: 1845. 72x51 cm. Br ight color ful deco-

50) (Ohio) Browne, G.R., Town Platt of Montpelier.
Montpelier,Ohio: 1847. 39x31 cm. Manuscript map on the verso of a
stampless cover with a very rare Montpelier cancellation. Very good
condition, with tape repairs on some folds and two small holes. The
map, attractively done, shows 10 blocks of this small town along with
the Saint Joseph River which runs next to the town. There is also a
small drawing of the mill building which is located next to the river at
the end of Mill Street. The names of three land owners, including the
author of the map, are written in. Several other owners names are pen-

ciled in very lightly. This postmark is rated C (scarce - $250-$500) in
the 1978 3rd edition of The American Stampless Cover Catalog. Montpelier was first platted in 1845. The post office was first established in
1847, so this is undoubtedly one of the earliest items produced in the
town. Montpelier was named after Montpelier, Vermont.
$1,500.00

53) (Presidents) Ensign & Thayer, Presidents of the United States.
Buffalo: 1848. 76x57 cm. Garish decorative broadside with portraits of
the first twelve presidents, including the just-elected Taylor. At the
center is a small copy of Trumbull's depiction of the signing of the
Declaration. Other patriotic decorative elements added. Linen-backed,
with original rods. Small tear with loss at top left margin. Generally
very good condtion, moderately worn.
$1,250.00
54) (United States) Mitchell, S. Augustus, National Map of the
American Republic or United States of North America ....
Philadelphia: 1848. 95x121 cm. Fine condition, restored with original
rods, modern linen. Varnish removed, map is bright and crisp. 32 city
plans surround main map. Bright full color by state. The main map
shows the eastern part of the continent, including the states in a line
from Iowa to Louisiana and a small area west of them. A late edition of
this very popular map, more common in its early (1843 and 1844)
editions. The rarer late (1847 to 1849) issues have inset maps of the
State of Texas and of the Oregon Territory. The Texas inset shows the
state extending northwest to the Arkansas River and including Santa Fe
and Taos, making it one of the few post-statehood maps of Texas to
extend the state that far. A striking copy of a classic map.
$2,500.00

51) (Pennsylvania) Painter, Samuel M . & Bowen, John S., Map of
Chester County, Pennsylvania. Philadelphia: 1847. 95x112 cm.
Wall map, restored, excellent condition of this county in southeastern
Pennsylvania. Original rods, modern linen backing, varnish removed.
Full original hand color by town. Inset plans of the town of West Chester and Part of London Britain (the Newark Triangle). Land owners
identified. This was among the first of the wave of county wall maps of
the northeastern United States which first appeared in the late 1840's
and continued, with huge contributions by Robert Piersall Smith and
Henry Walling, until the Civil War. Engraved by Edward Yeager. Edward Yeager does not appear in Stauffer (American Engravers). This is
among the very few maps which details the Newark Triangle, a small
wedge of land (3 miles high, .75 miles across at the top) extending
south from Chester County, bounded on the west by Maryland and on
the east by Delaware. It was an anomaly created from inconsistencies in
the original 17th century patents in the area, most notably the 12 mile
radius around New Castle, Delaware. The three-sided debate among
Delaware, Maryland and Pennsylvania was not settled until 1921 when
the wedge was ceded to Delaware. OCLC 164092921 (5 locations under 4 accession numbers.)
$2,350.00
52) (Florida) Blunt, Edmund, The Bahama Banks and Gulf of
Florida. New Yor k: 1848. 97x124 cm. This is a scar ce impor tant
blue-backed sea chart showing most of Florida and the Bahamas. Very
good condition, standard wear, with a vertical crease near the center.
This is one of the earliest American coastal charts devoted to the
mapping of the entire Florida coast. Guthorn, p. 156, illustrates this
issue of this map, which has had significant additions from the 1844
first edition.. Mapping the southern Florida coast was, until the early
part of the 20th century, a most imprecise exercise given the widespread
presence of wetlands which rendered precise, on the ground,
measurements most difficult and made the coastline quite variable.
Most of the southwestern coastline is uncharted, though there are
soundings off the coast. Fort Dallas appears in the future location of
Miami.
$1,750.00

55) (Philadelphia) Sidney, J. C., Plan of the Township of Lower
Dublin. Philadelphia: c. 1848. 96.5x66 cm. Small wall map, linen backed and varnished, of a township along the Delaware River which
has since been incorporated into Northeast Philadelphia. Never affixed
to rods. Excellent condition. Very light waterstain at top left, mild
soiling at bottom, otherwise extremely bright and fresh. Land owners
and neighborhoods identified. The larger land holdings also have their
acreage shown. Lithographed by Watson of Philadelphia. Outline color.
OCLC 557205114 (1 loc.)
$875.00

56) (California) [Ensigns & T hayer], Map of the Gold Regions of
California. Showing the Routes via Chagres and Panama, Cape
Horn &c. New Yor k: 1849. 72x52 cm. Wholly backed with ar chival

tissue stabilizing old folds, some of which were cleanly separated before repair. Small sections of bottom margin extended, not affecting the
image. Several minor tears (mostly around intersecting folds), expertly
repaired on verso. Color retouched. Striking example of Ensign &
Thayer's rare promotional broadside map showing the Routes from the
East Coast to the Gold Regions of California. The broadside consists of
a large map of Upper California, a second map of America showing the
various water routes to the Gold Regions via Panama, Cape Horn and a
route across Mexico between Vera Cruz and Mazatlán, which is described as "the cheapest, quickest and safest," although to "prevent the
danger of being attacked by robbers through Mexico, persons should go
in parties of 40 to 50 or more." The broadside also includes a fantastic
overview of the Gold Regions, including a brief history, "the Gold
mines of California were known to have existed in the 16th Century, for
as early as 1578 . . . the Jesuits were in possession of certain tracts
which they knew to be of more than ordinary value . . ." There is a
discussion of the geographical, topographical and other features of the
Gold Region, "the whole valley abounds with wild cattle, horses, elk,
deer, antelopes, grizzly bears, partridges, water fowl, salmon, &c." It
concludes with a glowing report of the quality and quantity of gold to
be found. Wheat (Gold Regions) 85, Streeter 2535.
$7,500.00
57) (California) Imray, James, Chart of the Coast of California
from San Blas To San Francisco Drawn chiefly from the Spanish
Surveys, the Charts of Vancouver &c. the whole much improved by
recent observations made by English & French Naval Officers.
London: 1849. 67.2x142.2 cm. Sea chart in excellent condition, mended
cracks and tears, with minor losses reinstated in facsimile. Withal, clean
and eminently displayable. The chart depicts the coast from the Mexican harbor of San Blas north to Cape Mendocino. Six insets depict the
entrance to and harbor of San Francisco, Monterey Bay, the coast
around Guaymas, Magdalen Bay and Mazatlán. At lower center are
recognition views of the entrance to Guaymas and Magdalen and Monterey Bays. This is among the much sought-after “49er” maps, those
which would have been used by the first wave of ambitious prospectors
and opportunists who raced to California shortly after the news of the
discovery of gold in January of 1848 reached the East Coast and England. While this map does not delineate the Gold Regions, it does show
the Sacramento River outlet into San Pablo Bay, the water route which
many fortune-seekers followed to the gold fields. This chart would thus
have been of the utmost value to vessels making the long voyage to
California during the Gold Rush. OCLC lists editions of 1849, ‘51, ‘53
and ‘54, including only 4 examples of this 1849 edition.
$2,750.00
58) (Philadelphia) Sidney, J. C., Plan of the Townships of Byberry
and Moreland. Philadelphia: 1849. 101.6x63.5 cm. Small wall map,
linen-backed and varnished, of towns along the Delaware River which
has since been incorporated into Northeast Philadelphia. Original rods
and linen backing. Generally very good, with age-toning and typical
wear and creasing. Full color. Land owners shown along with acreage
of larger parcels. These towns along the Delaware River adjacent to
Bucks County have subsequently been absorbed into Northeast
Philadelphia. Lithographed by A. Kollner. Not in OCLC.
$875.00
59) (Texas) Gilman, E., Table Showing Est. Surface/U.S. Boundaries. Philadelphia: c. 1849. 42x94.5 cm. An unusual outline map of
the entire country, from coast to coast, delineating how all areas of the
country were acquired by the United States. Shows Texas before its
boundaries were set in 1850 such that Santa Fe is included in Texas.
Minnesota is shown as a proposed territory, as is Nebraska. Full color
by state. At the sides are text tables defining the various territories and
states, their sizes, and how much of each was located above and below
36° 30', dividing line for the Compromise of 1850. Copies were includ-

ed in 30th Congress, 2d session, House Exec. Vol. 1, though it is possible that there were separately issued examples as well. Wheat
561,Streeter 3876, Phillips p.900.
$650.00

60) (United States) Colton, J. H., Map of the United States of
America. New Yor k: 1849. 83x105 cm. Linen-backed, original rods.
Rebacked, varnish removed. Some age toning and rubbed areas. Good
to very good condition. Ornamental grapevine border with inset scenes.
The scenes include the Willamette and Connecticut Valleys, Bunker
Hill Monument, Cathedral in Mexico City, and the Capitol Building in
Washington. Full color by state. The scarce second issue of this classic
map of the United States and Central America, with “El Dorado or Gold
Region” along the Feather River in the California Gold Region. Inset
map of Atlantic Ocean at bottom left. An important map, not only for
the early showing of the Gold Region, but also as one of the first maps
of the United States by Colton to extend to the Pacific Coast. Most
maps of the country before this time showed only to Texas and the
Missouri Territory. Streeter 3874, Wheat (Gold Regions) 74. $3,500.00
61) (Pennsylvania) N.A., Borough of Phoenixville. Phoenixville: c.
1849. 17x94 cm. Manuscript plan of Phoenixville in Chester County,
along the Schuylkill River. Fair condition with staining and chipping,
though no large areas missing. No rods or varnish. Original linen
backing. Clearly executed by a surveyor, there are distances and
directional vectors for many streets. Most streets are named, but no land
owners or buildings identified. There is no date, but it is quite likely
that this map was done at or around the time that the borough was
incorporated with the name of Phoenixville in 1849.
$450.00
62) (Pennsylvania) Dripps, M[athew], Map of the Township of
Oxford, Boroughs of Frankford and Bridesburg, with Parts of Bristol, N. Liberties and Cheltenham Townships. 115x80 cm. Philadelphia: 1849. Wall map restored, with several small areas of facsimile.
Original rods, modern linen, varnish removed. Original full color by
township. Land owners identified. Shows the area in what is now northeastern Philadelphia from the Delaware River to Germantown, the
Northern Liberties to Tacony. All of the area shown was, at the time,
outside of the City of Philadelphia but has now been incorporated into
the city. This is a very early lithographic production of August Kollner.
The earliest works and addresses connected with Kollner by Peters
(America on Stone) are from 1851. OCLC166644025 lists only one
holding for this map, at the Clements Library.
$1,950.00

63) (Connecticut) McIntyre, H[enry]., Plan of the City of Norwich,
New London County, Conn.. Philadelphia: 1850. 99.7x83.8 cm.
Original rods and original linen backing. Some mild chipping, mostly in
the large vignette of the Arms of the State of Connecticut at the top left.
Some general wear, but overall a good copy of a very scarce map. Color
in river areas and Trading Cove in the south. Land owners identified.
McIntyre was a surveyor who produced maps and views of cities and
towns for a short time in the early 1850’s. These include a very large
map of Boston, along with other eastern Massachusetts towns. This
appears to be the only map he made for a town outside of
Massachusetts. Thompson 127.
$950.00
64) (Connecticut) Sidney & Neff (Collins & Clark pub.), Map of the
City of Bridgeport Conn.. Philadelphia: 1850. 90.5x93.7 cm. Well
worn, stained, particularly towards the top. Linen-backed, lacks rollers.
There is damage at the top left, into the inset view of P. T. Barnum's
home. 12 building views inset. Identifies land owners. Not in Phillips.
A very rare map of Thompson 124.
$650.00
65) (Declaration of Independence) Dyer & Webster, Declaration of
Independence in Phonography. Philadelphia: c. 1850. 40x30 cm. A
very unusual broadside. This is the text of the Declaration of
Independence in phonography, or shorthand. In later light wood frame.
Foxing, somewhat heavy at top quarter and bottom third. Dyer &
Webster were apparently publishers for phonographic pieces, having
published the proceedings of the 1848 phonographic convention. Not in
OCLC, but one copy known in private hands.
$1,500.00
66) (Connecticut) Kellogg, E. C., [View of Plymouth Hollow,
1852]. Hartford: 1852. 28x47.1 cm.. Bird's-eye view of Plymouth Hollow, now known as Thomaston, Connecticut. The view is intact and in
very good condition, but the title area at the bottom has been trimmed
away. The lithography credit for E. C. Kellogg and artist's credit for T.
H. Darrow are both present. A lovely view of this bucolic town in Litchfield County, with a train running in the foreground and a one-lane
covered bridge running across the Naugatuck River. There is a factory
at the left side which is not identified but quite likely that of the Seth
Thomas Clock Co. Reps 606.
$675.00
67) (Massachusetts) Walling, H. F., Map of the Town of Andover,
Essex County Massachusetts. Boston: 1852. 89x105 cm. Excellent
condition, though lacking rods. Linen-backed. Full color by district,
colors bright. Some wear at center vertical join. Large inset of Andover
Village at bottom left. Land owners identified. This was among the
maps which represented the first wave of Walling's work and was
probably not issued until 1853.
$950.00
68) (New Hampshire) Conant, M., Map of the Mountain & Lake
Regions of New-Hampshire with Rail-Road Routes. Boston: 1852.
100x79 cm. Wall map in very good, unrestored condition. Original
rods and linen backing. Water stain, light at top, heavier towards
bottom, along right side. Small abrasions at two points near the top.
This is one of the first two printed maps—along with Franklin Leavitt’s
map of the same year—to focus on the Lakes and White Mountains
regions of New Hampshire. This rare map depicts the region at a large
scale, showing county and town boundaries, as well as those of public
and ungranted lands. The White Mountains are shown as far north as
Mount Washington, and many individual peaks are named—though
oddly not those of the Presidential Range. Some well-known
landmarks are also identified, including the Crawford and Notch
Houses, the Flume, and the Lafayette Hotel. The most prominent
features shown are rail lines. This is an oft-overlooked early map of
Northern and Central New Hampshire. Lithographed by [Moses] Swett
in Boston. Peters, America on Stone, “His work is good and quite

prolific … He is entitled to a place of imporatnace.” Bent, Bibliography
White Mountains, p. 84; Cobb, Maps of New Hampshire 201. $3,850.00
69) (Sailing Broadside) Murphy, D., & Son, Printer, The Sloop
Ruth T. Hicks, ... Will Commence Her Regular Trips between
Roslyn and New York on Monday March 8th, Or As Soon As the
Ice Will Permit. New Yor k: 1852. 46x30.5 cm. A br ight, cr isp
broadside, printed on yellow paper, with a small cut of a sloop under
full sail. In addition, this is an early Long Island piece, as few of the
steamship routes of the time went out on the island beyond Brooklyn or
Flushing. An indication that this was not an insignificant trip is the fact
that there was only one round-trip per week, leaving Brrome Street,
New York on Friday and retruning on Monday. Very rare and attractive.
$1,500.00
70) (United States - South) Mitchell, S. Augustus, Map of the States
of Louisiana, Mississippi & Alabama. Philadelphia: 1852. 46x57
cm. Original leather folder, very good. Map has very short tears where
affixed to folder and at right edge, otherwise fine. This map is a late
issue of the map first issued by Anthony Finley in the 1820's. Full color
by county. Many changes were made over the years to reflect the
settling and organizing into counties of the rural regions of these states.
A most interesting feature of this piece is the presence of a small
contemporary paste-down label from D. F. Willcox, Bookseller, East
side of Broad St., Columbus, Georgia. Evidence of southern provenance
on pre-war maps such as this is very rare.
$1,750.00
71) (Connecticut) Fagan, L. (Richard Clark, pub.), Map of the
Town of Salisbury, Litchfield Co., Connecticut. Philadelphia: 1853.
128x98 cm. Wall map of the northwesternmost town in Connecticut,
bordered by New York on the west and Massachusetts on the north.
Original rods and linen. Good to very good condition, with light age
toning and scattered chipping and wear. 25 inset views of commerical
buildings, churches and homes in the town. At the bottom are inset map
of the villages of Lakeville and Salisbury. Thompson 149.
$1,500.00
72) (New York State) McCarthy, D., Map of Waverly and
Factoryville, Tioga County, N.Y.. Philadelphia: 1853. 92x138 cm.
Wall map in fair to good condition, lacking bottom rod. Chips, some
large, out at right edge, most not affecting any printed area. Some loss
to right side of inset building view at top right. Generally worn with
scattered staining. Hand colored. Land owners identified. Nine large
views of buildings at edges, one with a lovely scene showing a 2-car
train in the foreground. This town in Tioga County is on the New YorkPennsylvania border, south of Ithaca and southeast of Elmira. Very rare.
OCLC 929805678 (1 loc., Library of Congress)
$750.00

73) (Iowa) Houghton, H. H., & Co., Map of the Town of Lansing,
Allamakee Co., Iowa. Galena, IL: 1854. 63x84 cm. Unr ecor ded
uncolored plat map, large for its type, of this small town on the Mississippi River just south of the Minnesota border. Very extensive professional restoration, with well-executed facsimile in many places, though
the overall appearance is quite clean. Age-toned. The map shows lot
lines and numbers, the steamboat landing along the river with a paddlewheeler shown steaming by, and some civic features. The town was
founded in 1851 by settlers from Lansing, Michigan, but this is undoubtedly the earliest plan of the town. Lithographed by Compton &
Gibson in Buffalo, NY (see Peters, America on Stone, p. 145.) Houghton, the publisher, operated in Galena in the 1850's. This map is not
listed in Printed Maps of the Midwest, vol. 8, and no reference to it
could be found. In spite of its heavily restored condition, this is an extremely rare, possibly unique, early plan of a town west of the Mississippi River.
$4,000.00
74) (New York State) O'Connor, R.F., Map of Rockland County,
New York. New Yor k: 1854. 134.6x99.1 cm. Restor ed, with moden
linen backing. Wooden rods. Very good condition, with some agetoning and residue of earlier heavy soiling near the top. Full color by
town, land owners identified. 5 inset building views, 3 inset town plans.
This is the earliest separate map of this suburban county in southern
New York. Phillips p.751.
$1,500.00
75) (New Jersey) Mayer, Ferd., Newark (East of Mulberry St. 1820
-5). New York: c. 1854. 65.2x51.4 cm. Large bird's-eye retrospective
view of Newark, uncolored. Laid down on a thin board. One long tear,
neatly repaired, down from the top margin. 38 places are referenced.
Cattle and other animals are seen roaming Market and Mulberry Streets
in the idyllic rural paradise which is Newark. The Passaic River, with a
windmill and sailboats, is seen in the background. A wonderful view of
what was then a small, growing city in the early 19th century. Deak 325,
Reps 2370, Stokes & Haskell 1820-25, F-22
$850.00

businesses and nine churches. Paste-down slip for J. H. Colton & Co.
inside front cover, listing maps and atlases for sale. Paper along the
hinge is split.
$1,250.00
80) (North Carolina) Colton, J.H., North Carolina. New Yor k:
1855. 42x31.3 cm. Pocket map in original cloth folder, small bumps
and one tear at corners. Map is in good condition, with separations at
fold junctions and short mended tears along two folds. Misfolded earlier
causing it not to lie completely flat in binding when folded. Ornamental
border. Includes most of South Carolina, to Charleston. The map was
issued in Colton's American Atlas. Pocket maps of Southern States are
quite scarce in this form owing to lesser numbers of travellers in the
South who would need them.
$950.00
81) (Pennsylvania) Booz, Samuel L., Map of Bristol Borough,
Bucks County, Pennsylvania. Br istol, PA: 1855. 103x123 cm. Wall
map in very good condition, lacking rods. Small loss in unprinted areas
near top, repairs to tears in cloth. 8 large inset views of buildings. Land
owners identified. Very rare map of this town along the Delaware River
just northeast of Philadelphia. Bright and colorful. Not found in any
reference. Not in OCLC or Phillips.
$1,150.00
82) (Rhode Island) Walling, Henry F., Map of the State of Rhode
Island and Providence Plantations. Boston: 1855. 142x134 cm.
Detailed wall map of the state, in very good condition, lacking bottom
roller, very light chipping at top border, light waterstain at right side.
Outline color. Land owners identified. 9 inset maps of towns, cities, and
Block Island. This issue contains directory information for Providence
businesses along both sides. Another, slightly more common, issue of
this map does not carry this information. This is one of the earliest wall
maps of Rhode Island alone, without Connecticut or Massachusetts; the
only earlier one listed in Phillips is a very scarce, smaller 1831
production from Newport.
$1,500.00

76) (Maine) Woodford, E.M., Map of the City of Rockland, Lincoln
Cty., Maine. Philadelphia: 1855. 91x128 cm. Or iginal linen, no
rods, later binding tape at edges. Unrestored. Good to very good
condition with significant age toning, light staining and rubbing at some
points. No loss or chipping. This is actually two maps in one, with a
map of the larger town at the left and of the downtown area on Owls
Head Bay, with all individual home owners identified, at the right. 10
views of buildings at the top and right borders. A scarce map of this
small port town in Maine, with more homeowner information than is
usually seen on this type of map.
$1,450.00
77) (Massachusetts) Walling, H. F., Map of the Town of
Middleborough, Plymouth County, Mass. New Yor k: 1855. 76x84
cm. Removed from rollers, with stiff backing over original linen. Map
surface is fine. Inset maps of 2 villages in the town, Namasket and Four
Corners. Fully colored. Table shows length of all streets.
$750.00
78) (Massachusetts) Walling, H. F., Map of the Town of Raynham,
Bristol County, Mass. Philadelphia: 1855. 80x61 cm. Small wall
map in very good condition, lacking rods, with light cracking at the
extreme top and mild waterstaining along the right side. Bright, full
color by district. Land owners identified.
$750.00
79) (New Jersey) Wood, William H., Map of Jersey City, Hoboken,
& Hudson Cities. J er sey City: 1855. 59x50 cm. Or iginal r ed cloth
folder, some staining. The map is in very good condition with two short
tears at folds mended and small separations at some fold junctions. Full
color by ward in Jersey City and Hoboken, lighter color with wards
undifferentiated in Bergen and Hudson City. Key identifies 31

83) (United States) Morse & Gaston, New Map of Our Country,
Present and Prospective. New Yor k: 1855. 162x140 cm. Restor ed
with original rods. Varnish removed, modern linen. Full original color
by county. Excellent condition. Much interesting detail in the West with
the Gadsden Purchase shown as the “Ten Million Purchase.,” and Oklahoma as “Territory of the Indian Tribes”. There is also a line running
from El Paso to the Gulf of California, a little south of the final treaty

line but generally tracking the final line (“Gadsden’s Treaty, June 20,
1854”) , labeled “Original Gadsden Line.” There are two east-west lines
in southeastern New Mexico, “Com. Trist’s Line” and “Bartlett’s Line
— 32° 22’.” Kansas and Nebraska are shown separately, with Kansas
extending west to include North and South Parks and Pikes Peak, Nebraska north to the Canadian boundary through most of modern Montana and Idaho. Shows all of Mexico, Central America and the northern
parts of Colombia and Venezuela. Not in Wheat.
$3,750.00
84) (Railroad) Steele, J. Dutton, Map of the Canals and Railroads
for Transporting Anthracite Coal from the Several Coal Fields to
the City of New York. Baltimor e: 1856. 82x104 cm. Linen-backed
map in excellent condition. Shows all of eastern Pennsylvania and that
part of New Jersey north of a line from Philadelphia to Barnegat Bay.
Very unusual as it was an early American map to utilize color printing
with roads, railroads and canals printed in color. A printed note on the
map states "Lith. on one stone and printed in colors by Hunckel & Son
Baltimore, MD." Peters, America on Stone, has a very short entry on
Hunckel, citing only one known print which they had produced. OCLC
(2 copies) 43589516 (Library of Congress, Penn State). LOC image:
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g3791p.rr000860
$1,250.00
85) (Long Island) Bache, A. B., The Southern Coast of Long Island
(3 sheets). Washington: 1857. 62x260 cm. Coast Sur vey char ts,
showing the Atlantic Ocean and southern coast of Long Island from
Hempstead Bay and Long Beach to the eastern tip of Long Island,
including Block Island and Montauk Point. The western sheet was
printed separately on heavy paper. The two eastern sheets are removed
from a volume of the Coast Survey Reports and have been backed with
thin archival paper. Together they comprise a complete set of these
charts, though not all from the same source. All sheets have vertical
creases and minor wear at extreme edges. These charts are quite rare,
having been included in only one volume of Coast Survey charts which
were not included in any of the annual volumes. At the bottom are 10
coastal views and 2 vignettes of lighthouses. The western sheet shows
Jones Beach and Fire Island; the middle sheet shows from Moriches to
Amagansett, with detailed depictions of the Hamptons; the eastern sheet
shows east of Amagansett to Montauk Point.
$2,000.00
86) (Massachusetts) Bachelder, John, Haverhill, Mass.. New Yor k:
1857. 30x40 cm. Uncolored lithograph view of this large town north of
Boston. Above the top of the view is the printed identifier "Album of
New England Scenery." Generally good condition, with 2 long tears in
the left margin barely extending into the printed surface. Light soiling
and staining in margins, two short mended tears in bottom margin and
minor fraying at top edge. This is a very detailed view of Haverhill,
with 5 features indexed. There are people shown in undveloped fields in
the forground with the city extending into the background across the
Merrimack River. While it is listed as a bird's-eye view in Reps 1463, it
is really more of a perspective view, taken from slightly raised ground
level, than a bird's-eye view from an aerial angle.
$575.00
87) (Texas) U.S. Bureau of T opographical Engineers, Map of Texas and Part of New Mexico compiled in the Bureau of Topographical Eng'rs. chiefly for military purposes. New Yor k: 1857. 86x94
cm. First edition of this remarkable separately issued map of Texas and
part of New Mexico, prepared by the United States Topographical Engineers in 1857 and issued in very small numbers, likely only for use by
the Army. The map provides a detailed overview of the region immediately prior to the Civil War, including perhaps the most detailed treatment of the railroads (existing and proposed) and road system in the
region, along with a detailed treatment of the rivers, lakes, springs,
creeks, crossings, water holes, Indian trails, pioneer routes, towns,

camps, forts, ranches and other features of strategic military importance. This map has been referred to as "the finest military map of
Texas and parts of New Mexico printed prior to the Civil War," and "a
monumental cartographic achievement," incorporating the best available information from over a dozen other contemporary government
surveys and brought together here in a single fine large format presentation. Rumsey 5141.000: “Probably the best and most detailed military
map of Texas issued before the Civil War - rivers, roads, explorer's
routes, water holes, forts and towns are shown. Includes "List of authorities." The Warren map of 1857 . . . incorporates much of this information, with even more information from this map appearing on the
Warren map of 1858. A later version of this map appeared in the Atlas
To Accompany The Official Records of the Union and Confederate
Armies . . . as plate 54. Martin and Martin incorrectly state that the
map was not published until it appeared in the "Atlas to Accompany. .
." This is the only government map published by H.F. Walling that we
know of.” Heaston, Catalogue 27, Item 195: “This is one map which
Union officers would not have wanted the Confederacy to use.” The
map is one of several regional maps of the Western United States prepared at by the Bureau of Topographical Engineers prior to the Civil
War which was not published in any expedition report or other government publication. As this map was printed for military use, it was issued in extremely small numbers, undoubtedly to keep it in the hands of
senior officers only so as to reduce the chance that it might be seen by
hostile eyes. Due to this limited distribution, it is now exceedingly
scarce. We have been able to identify only three copies on the market in
the past 20 years. As noted by Rumsey, the authors of Martin & Martin
were unaware of the existence of the original edition and instead listed
only the reduced edition published in 1880, mentioning that it was originally drawn in 1857 and utilized by Nathaniel Banks while he was in
command of Union Army of the Gulf beginning in late 1862. Day 1422,
1677.
$17,500.00
88) (Connecticut) Stevens, George, C. E., Map of the City of
Bridgeport, Conn. From Actual Survey. Br idgepor t: 1858. 151x129
cm. Huge wall map of Bridgeport, restored. Varnish removed, modern
linen. Significant loss in top 15 cm. to building views at the top right
corner. One of the views is mostly gone, while another is likely entirely
missing at the top corner. The map areas are essentially intact with minor loss in the northeast region, a narrow strip of facsimile work near
the top, and a couple of small chips. 18 full or partial views of buildings
at edges. Full original color. Published by Eneas Smith and printed by

Friend & Aub of Philadelphia. Notwithstanding the issues of condition,
this is an extremely rare large map of Connecticut’s largest city. OCLC
556710111 list two copies, though as both are at the British Library it is
difficult to determine if these are two distinct copies or one copy erroneously listed twice. Not in Thompson (Maps of Connecticut), normally
very comprehensive. Not in the catalogue of the Connecticut Historical
Society.
$2,750.00
89) (Maryland) M artenet, Simon J., Martenet's Map of Cecil
County, Maryland. Baltimor e: 1858. 108x105 cm. Restor ed wall
map, bright and fresh. Original rods, modern linen backing. Full color
by town. 11 inset plans of town and village centers. Land owners
identified on main map and insets. This was the first separate map of
this northeasternmost county in Maryland, bordering Pennsylvania and
Delaware on the eastern side of Chesapeake Bay and the mouth of the
Susquehanna River . This was Martenet's first publication, during or
just after his service as city surveyor for Baltimore, made when he was
26 years old. After this map, Martenet did maps of many other
Maryland counties, some before the war, some after, culminating in
probably the most important pieces of 19th century Maryland
cartography, his 1865 official map and 1873 atlas of the state. The town
plans include Chesapeake City, Fredericktown, Cecilton, Elkton,
Charlestown, Brick Meeting House, Port Deposit, Rising Sun, Cherry
Hill, North East and Warwick, the earliest commercial mapping of most
of these towns. See Ristow p. 397.
$2,750.00
90) (Ohio) Hess, F., Map of Champaign County, Ohio. Cincinnati:
1858. 101x105 cm. Wall map of county in western Ohio. Very good
condition, showing general wear, two short tears at top left corner, one
small piece of map peeling back from linen at bottom right with no loss.
Original rods, linen and varnish. Full color by town. 9 inset views, Land
owners identified. 9 plats of villages including a larger map of the town
of Urbana. One of the views is a very attractive view along the main
street in Urbana, unlike most inset views on wall maps which only
show individual buildings. Published by S. W. Matthews of Cincinnati.
Despite the duplication of names, this county, and its major city of
Urbana, is not to be confused with its counterpart county in Illinois.
Phillips p. 218.
$1,450.00
91) (Arizona) [Brunckow, Frederick], Map of Arizona or the Gadsden Purchase with the Position of Its Silver Mines. Cincinnati:
1859. 12x19 cm. Small map of Arizona removed from Frederick
Brunckow's Report of the Sonora Exploring & Mining Co., a very
scarce early pamphlet on mining in Arizona. Library stamp with withdrawal stamp on verso. This is one of a very small handful of maps
devoted to Arizona published before 1860. There are actually two small
maps on this sheet, the larger, upper map showing Arizona which at
that time was only the area of the Gadsden Purchase along the Mexican
border, not the large area to the west of New Mexico. New Mexico is
shown as the large area to the north, covering most of what is now both
Arizona and New Mexico. The other small map at the bottom left
shows the larger area of northern Mexico with this area highlighted.
Roughly fifteen forts, mines and towns are identified in Arizona on the
detailed map. See Streeter I 494 for the Brunckow pamphlet. This map
was also used in the Charter and By-laws of the Arizona Land and Mining Company of the same year.
$825.00
92) (Long Island) Thompson, George W.
& Abm. G., To
Contractors. Proposals in Writing Will be Received ... for
Constructing a Turnpike Road Through the Thompson Farm in
the Town of Islip, Suffolk Co. West Islip, NY: 1859. 60x49 cm.
Large uncolored text-only broadside soliciting bidders for a
construction project in Central Long Island. Very striking, with many

words in the title in large black typefaces. Excellent condition, with
very mild fraying along the top left side and very light scattered foxing.
The project calls for clearing a stretch of land, approximately five and
three-quarters miles, from the South Country Road (now likely Sunrise
Highway) north to the Pine Plains. It is not entirely clear, however,
exactly what the track of this new turnpike was to be. Published in West
Islip, on May 16, 1859, this was actually printed by George Nesbitt &
Co. in New York City, a firm better known for its pioneering work in
color printing, notably ship sailing cards. It is quite likely that this is a
unique survival, due both to its size and ephemeral nature.
$1,500.00

93) (United States) Ensign, Bridgman and Fanning, The Cottage
Ornament. New Yor k: c. 1859. 124x142 cm. Or iginal r oller s, linen
backed, restored with modern linen. Varnish removed. Generally very
good condition, with light chipping and wear throughout. This is
probably the most elaborately decorated map-related item produced at
the time, with a large map of the United States in the center at the
bottom, a smaller map of the two hemispheres above it, and
approximately 90-100 small vignettes, portraits, views, scenes, etc.
crammed in all around the map. Produced in at least two different
issues, this is the later of the two we have seen with Arizona and
Decotah Territories appearing. The vignettes are identical on the two
issues. The Cottage Ornament, in many ways, is the culmination of the
over-the-top productions for which Ensign, Bridgman and Fanning
(including all of their various incarnations) were noted, and which first
began appearing around 1845.
$4,250.00
94) (Maryland) Schmidt & Trowe, Lith., Talbot Co., Maryland.
Baltimore: 1859?. 44x51 cm. Uncolored map, apparently separately
published, for this county on Maryland's Eastern Shore. Verso blank.
Previously folded. Light wear at edges, otherwise excellent condition.
Printed as a promotional giveaway for Charles E. Shanahan, a real
estate attorney in Easton, Maryland. Land owners are not identified, but
Methodist and Episcopal churches are, as are mills. Schmidt & Trowe
worked with Simon Martenet, but this map does not bear any
resemblence to the map of this county in Martenet's Atlas of Maryland
which was on a sheet with other counties. Mathews, Bibliography and
Cartography of Maryland, p. 374 lists this map, and dates it fr om
1859, though there is no date on the map. It is very likely later, however, as it shows a small section of the Dorchester & Delaware Railroad at
the bottom, a railroad which was not founded until 1867.
$500.00

95) (Pennsylvania) K ennedy, T . J., Map of Chester Co.,
Pennsylvania. n.p. (but likely Philadelphia): 1860. 121x106 cm.
Huge wall map of this county in southeastern Pennsylvania. Restored,
now in excellent condition, small areas of facsimile. Original rods,
varnish removed, modern linen. Full color by town. Land owners
identified. 13 inset plans of towns, 15 views of buildings, including a
large view of the Phoenixville Iron Works. Shows small areas of
Maryland and New Jersey, all or parts of seven towns in Delaware. A
very large, attractive map. OCLC 53000869 (3 locations.)
$1,750.00
96) (Railroad) Cooke, D. B., & Co., Great Western Railway Guide
Exhibiting All Stations with Distances from Each Other. Chicago:
1860. 69x98 cm. Original stamped green cloth folder, soiled and worn.
Map is in very good to excellent condition, with only light dampstains,
and small separations at some fold junctions. A very attractive, clean
map which depicts the rail lines in the Midwest, with distances between
stations noted. The only features shown aside from the rail lines are
state boundaries, the Great Lakes and major rivers. Decorative border.
Shows the area from western New York and Pennsylvania to western
Missouri. Shows lines from Oshkosh, Wisconsin south to Cairo Illinois.
Despite the Chicago imprint, the map was printed in Cincinnati by
Strober & Co., Lithographers. A very scarce, unusual railroad guide
map. Not in Printed Maps of the Midwest.
$2,250.00
97) (United States) Johnson & Browning, New Illustrated &
Embellished County Maps of the Republics of North America, with
the Adjacent Islands and Countries. New Yor k: 1860. 165x177 cm.
Large unrestored wall map, not in Wheat, though similar in content to
the smaller Wheat 978. Original varnish, age-toned, with small holes,
possibly from insects, at upper left and in British America, with very
minor loss. Original rods. This map is very rare and significant, particu
-larly in the history of mapping Colorado. It shows the proposed State
of “Colona or Jefferson” in eastern Colorado which is shown with its
modern eastern and northern borders. This is one of very few maps
which shows these discarded names. Another name which appears here
is Shoshone, in what became southern Idaho. Other interesting
boundaries include an east-west line between Arizona and New
Mexico, and an early appearance of Nevada extending into Utah. It
shows Denver, not Denver City as described by Wheat 178, largely
buried under the word Jefferson. There is also an unnamed area defined
by colored borders, below Colona in eastern Colorado. The title block
reads "Published by J. H. Colton, 54 William St., New York for
Johnson & Browning, Richmond, VA." This apparently indicates that
the map was actually printed in New York, though the formal
attribution is a bit murky. This is among the earliest, and very few,
maps to show Shoshone and Jefferson/Colona. It is also among the
earliest maps to identify Nevada, . A fascinating and important map of
the American West.
$5,750.00
98) (Civil War) Bachelder, John, Encampment of the 2d Div of
M.V.M. on Winter Island, Salem Harbor.. New Yor k: c. 1860.
61x76.2 cm. Large colored lithograph shows ailitary encampment on
island and shore with soldiers on horseback, troops parading, tents and
carriages oerlooking Salem Harbor with many ships. Good condition
only, with staining in the sky and wear towards the bottom..
$250.00
99) (Florida) Township No. 17, Range No. 30. n.p.: c. 1860. 30x30
cm. Manuscript map on oil cloth of the area at the east end of Lake
Beresford, Florida, now near the site of the town of Deland. Ground
features are shown, but there is no evidence of any streets of
development of any sort. Lot numbers are inserted. The town of Deland
was founded in 1874. This map undoubtedly dates from before that, but
there is no indication at all of a more precise date..
$300.00

100) (Florida) Township No. 19, Range No. 30. n.p.: c. 1860. 30x30
cm. Manuscript map on oil cloth of the area at the west end of Lake
Monroe, Florida, now the site of the city of Sanford. Ground features
are shown, but there is no evidence of any streets of development of
any sort. Lot numbers are inserted as are other numbers (lot sizes?). The
town of Sanford was first laid out in 1870. This map undoubtedly dates
from before that, but there is no indication of a precise date.. $350.00
101) (Civil War) United States Sanitary Commission, To the Loyal
Women of America. Washington: 1861. 25x20 cm. One sheet
folded, with text on three of four sides and an address panel, blank on
this example, on the back. Split along one fold mended crudely. A
statement at the bottom of page three praising the work of the Sanitary
Commission is signed in type by Abraham Lincoln and Winfield Scott.
The text is in the form of a letter, sent from the Treasury Building on
October 1, 1861. The opening is: "Countrywomen: You are called upon
to help take care of our sick and wounded soldiers and sailors." It urges
women to support the Sanitary Commission by contributing materials
which are useful and necessary for caring for the wounded. Throughout,
it is clear that the target audience is the women of the Union. OCLC
18092368 (9 loc.) among several other OCLC citations with slightly
variant bibliographic information.
$650.00
102) (Cuba/Caribbean Sea) Blunt, E. & G. W., Cuba and the
Windward Passage. New Yor k: 1861. 205x105 cm. Blue-backed sea
chart showing from the southern half of Florida to western Hispaniola.
Horizontal crack at center where sheets were joined. Scattered typical
light wear and staining. The backing has several crude repairs. On the
blue backing is a striking label for F. W. Lincoln, Jr. & Co. of Boston, a
seller of charts and nautical instruments. The label is printed in red and
blue and includes a view of Lincoln's building and a soldier holding the
Union flag. It is large, measuring roughly 20x24 cm. Includes the Turks
& Caicos, Bahama Banks, and all of Cuba. Large inset plan of Havana,
featuring the depths in the harbor. There is also a sheet of contemporary
paper which has been attached which has some random short notations
recorded during a sailing on which this map was used. These include
quick records of navigational data, and one sighting of a “alegater”.
First published in 1850, this chart was published at the outbreak of the
Civil War.
$1,750.00
103) (United States) Ettling, T., Map of the United States of North
America. Par is: 1861. 91x61 cm. Map of the United States at the eve
of the Civil War. Published as a Supplement to the June 1, 1861 Illustrated London News. Excellent condition, with the original folds. There
are two variants of this map, one with Texas divided, with a Southern
portion labeled Colorado, the other without that division. This is the
issue without that division. The Library of Congress copy (LOC control
number 994470210 shows the division. Full color, with the Union states
shown in a uniform darker brown tone and the Confederate and Border
states in a lighter tone. Though published for the London Illustrated
New, there is a credit line at the bottom "Paniconographie de Gillot, a
Paris." Wheat 1025.
$750.00
104) (United States) Mitchell, S. Augustus, New National Map,
Exhibiting the United States. Philadelphia: 1861. 159x152 cm. Good
condition, but the top border and two inches at the north edge of the
map, including a small part of Washington Territory have been
removed. This is most unfortunate as this is a most attractive copy of a
scarce map, with no other damage and almost no age-toning. Shows the
whole continent, with insets of Hawaii, et. al. This is among the earliest
maps to show Colorado Territory in its ultimate form, with the Territory
of Colona which appeared on the 1860 issue of this map no longer
being shown. It is also an early map to show Nevada, separatte now

from Utah. It is among the latest maps to show an East-West dividing
line between Arizona and New Mexico which began to appear after the
Gadsden Purchase . After a year of showing southeastern Washington
Territory as Shoshone, that area, now Southern Idaho, is once again
Washington Territory. There are also two new vignettes at the top, one
of Mount Vernon (top edge removed) another entitled A very rare issue,
apparently the last, of this popular map which was first published in
1856, no other copies of an 1861 issue have been offered for sale in 25
years. This series of maps, revised annually between 1856 and 1861,
was quite popular in its time, but is very useful now in tracking the
rapid geographical changes in the West. Wheat 896.
$1,500.00
105) (United States) Superintendant U. S. Naval Observatory, The
Washington Map of the United States. Philadelphia: 1861. 168x170
cm. Very good condition, lacking original rollers, restored, with some
small areas of facsimile. This and subsequent issues of this highly
ornate maps omit the name of the original maker, Matthew Fontaine .
Maury whose name was stricken from the map when he joined the
Confederate Navy. First issued in 1860, though that edition was
considerably different from and smaller than all later editions. This is
among the largest commercial maps of the United States produced in
the 19th century, with numerous patriotic vignettes, views and inset
maps. Reminiscent of, but not related to, the Military and Naval Map of
the same period, it is a logical descendent of the jingoistic maps of the
Manifest Destiny period of the late 1840’s and 1850’s. Four inset
views, of Washington D. C., the U. S. Capitol Building, Mount Vernon,
and New York City. The geography in the West reflects developing
boundaries, with Washington estending down in include modern
southern Idaho and meeting Dakota Territory which encomposses later
Montana. Colorado has assumed its modern configuration, with
Wyoming (not named) divided among Washington, Dakota and
Nebraska. Utah is still very wide, with a narrow Nevada. Arizona is
only named as the southernmost region of New Mexico with no
highlighted boundary. Large inset maps near bottom show temperature
patterns, zoological and agricultural distributions. Not in Wheat
(Transmississippi). See Phillips p.909 for 1860 edition. Schwartz &
Ehrenberg p.287.
$4,250.00
106) (Virginia) L loyd, H.H., & Co., [Lloyd's New War Map of Virginia]. New Yor k: [1861]. 36x68 cm. Map of the state of Vir ginia
during the Civil War, with an inset at the top left of the panhandle of
what is now West Virginia. Fair condition, lacking the title, which likely has been removed at the top. Quite age-toned. Mended split along
one vertical fold, several chips out of bottom edge. The largest of these
is 1.5x3 cm. Aside from this lack of title, the map corresponds in size
and general description with Stephenson 464. However, comparison
with the image of that map on the Library of Congress site reveals that
while the two are quite similar, they are very far from identical. The
map was redrawn, with the LOC copy extending a little further to the
east and containing considerably more geographic details. Key locations highlighted in red. See https://www.loc.gov/resource/
g3881s.cw0464000 for comparison.
$425.00
107) (Washington D.C.) Bachmann, John, The Seat of War. Bird's
Eye View of Part of Maryland, Distr. of Columbia and Part of
Virginia. New Yor k: 1861. 34x50 cm. Second issue of this extr emely
rare bird's-eye view of southern Maryland, Washington and most of
Virginia from the north. This is not to be confused with the more
common redrafting of this view from the east which Bachmann
produced as part of his seven section series, "Panorama of the Seat of
War." Published by A. Rumpf, 175 Broadway, New York, Agent for
John Bachmann’s Publications. Some soiling in right margin, one short
tear in margin, archival reinforcement on back at right. Blind stamp

from the publisher, A. Rumpf, in the bottom margin. Uncolored, with
excellent topographic detail. This issue has 3 line tables of distances at
the lower corners. It also differs from an earlier printing by the addition
of six place names (Baltimore, B&O Railroad, James River, Atlantic
Ocean, Chesapeake Bay, Arlington Heights) and the correction of two
misspellings (Annapolis Junction and Beltsville). Both issues were
published in 1861, clearly around the time hostilities started, but do not
show the locations of battles as the anoramic series does. Not in Reps,
which catalogs views of cities and does not include area views such as
this, but which nonetheless says of Bachmann “No finer artist of city
views worked in America than John Bachmann.” Also, not in Stephenson (Civil War Maps) though Bachmann’s later seven section series is
thoroughly documented there.
$7,500.00
108) (New Jersey) Beers, S. N. & F. W, Lake, L. B., Warner, C.S.,
Map of Cumberland County, New Jersey. Philadelphia: 1862.
152.4x139.7 cm. Wall map in very good condition, though there are
small holes, with some loss, in the inset plans of Vineland and
Roadstown at the top of the map. Aside from those blemishes, the map
is in excellent condition. Original linen backing. Full color by town.
Land owners identified. 18 inset maps of towns, 4 views of buildings.
This was the first detailed map of this rural southwestern New Jersey
county, along Delaware Bay. Phillips p. 256.
$1,150.00
109) (Philadelphia) Bonsall, Joseph H. & Smedley, Samuel L., Map of
the City of Philadelphia According to Confirmed Plans & Official
Surveys. Philadelphia: 1862. 80x69 cm. Fine map of the city of
Philadelphia during the Civil War. Restored with modern stiff paper
lining. Excellent condition. Uncolored except for two manuscript lines
showing the routes of railroad, one existing and one proposed. This map
was published for the very rare 1862 atlas of Philadelphia published by
Smedley, though it is not clear that this particular copy was ever bound
into an atlas as the folds which would have been present for this to have
been folded into an atlas are not present. Also, the copies for which we
have seen images have outline color on this map by ward. This example
has never been colored. The map has a list of public buildings and other
informational tables at the bottom right, a list showing the extent to
which existing streets are open at the top left. Locations of residences
are shown, but land owners are not identified.
$1,250.00
110) (United States) Superintendant U. S. Naval Observatory, The
Washington Map of the United States. Philadelphia: 1862. 168x170
cm. Very good condition, original rollers, unrestored, with a light

waterstain at the right side and mild age toning. This 1862 edition has a
number of revisions from the later issue of 1861, most notably in the
Rocky Mountains. Mountains in southwestern Colorado have been
added, and the western boundary of Nebraska (in modernWyoming) has
been dramatically changed. There are many changes and additions in
other areas. See Phillips p.909 for 1860 edition. Schwartz & Ehrenberg
p.287.
$4,000.00
111) (Virginia) W yld, James, Strategic War Points of the United
States. London: c. 1862. 33x50 cm. Ver y r ar e folding map, dissected
and backed with linen, in original red cloth folder with paper label on
front. There is also the residue of a spine label which originally read
"Richmond & Washington", but is now missing the first three and last
six letters. Excellent condition. Uncolored. This contains four separate
maps on one sheet, the largest being "The Country Round Washington,
the Chesapeake and the Potomac." Others are "City of Washington and
District of Columbia," "Pensacola Bay and its Fortifications (Florida)",
and "Charleston and the Harbour (South Carolina)". There is also a
short list of New Publications, all related to the American War. The
main map is quite detailed, with many small towns and creeks identified. At least three battle sites are noted, Bull Run 1861-62, Sharpsburg
(Antietam) and Leesburg. This was one of many maps of the American
Civil War published in London to enable the interested British audience
to follow the campaigns of the war. Stephenson 18.5
$1,850.00
112) (Civil War) Mathews, A. E., The Siege of Vicksburg. Major
General U. S. Grant, Commanding ... Showing the Seventh
Division. Cincinnati: 1863. 35x59.6 cm. Defective copy of one of the
definitive views of the battlefield at Vicksburg, as drawn by one of the
foremost American viewmakers of this period. Lacking is a 6x13 cm.
segment in the bottom left corner of the border and margin, containg
information on the commaders of the First Brigade. The image is
unaffacted as is the information on the oher units present. Many
locations are keyed, indicating the sites of Union and Confederate
troops and other important targets. Mathews is most famous for his post
-war views in the American West.
$650.00
113) (Civil War) Sholl, Charles—Topographical Engineers., Boston
Recorder Extra. Eastern Virginia from Fredericksburg to
Richmond. Boston: c. 1863. 33x24 cm. Ver y r ar e uncolor ed map of
Virginia during the Civil War, showing from the Potomac and Rappahannock Rivers near Fredericksburg and Chancellorsville to Richmond.
Previously split vertically, now repaired and backed with light paper.
Small area of facsimile in title. Excellent detail, with many geographical features such as swamps, farms and plantations shown. One copy
located, at Boston Public Library. Not in Stephenson.
$750.00
114) (Tennessee) Lloyd, J.T., Lloyd's Official Map of the State of
Tennessee. New Yor k: 1863. 78x119 cm. Map in excellent r estor ed
condition. Modern archival paper backing. Large, scarce wartime map
of Tennessee. Also shows a very large portion of Kentucky to the Ohio
River, excluding mostly the northeastern areas. Full color by county in
Tennessee. Small inset map of the eastern tip of the state. Locations on
the map include many Civil War forts and islands in the Mississippi
River. Shiloh Church and Pittsburg Landing are both shown. This map
would have been very useful for tracking the war as it moved through
Tennessee, particularlty the Chattanooga Campaign in October and
November, 1863. A classic map by J. T. Lloyd, with his trademark selfpromotional added text and testamonials. This includes his oft-used
warning against another Lloyd (H.H.) who was also publishing maps in
New York at that time. "The public are cautioned against another
'Lloyd' by whose name he hopes to deceive the public with spurious
'Lloyd's Maps.' " Stephenson 389.8.
$2,750.00

115) (Asia) Pelton, C., Pelton's Outline Map of Asia. Philadelphia:
1864. 197x208 cm. Huge linen-backed wall map of Asia, lacking top
roller. Chipping and light damage to top border, otherwise excellent.
Number keys correspond to text volume not present here. A key at the
lower left provides information about the sizes of cities, form of
government, predominant religion, and general cultural developmental
level (Savage, Barbarian, Semi-Civilized, Civilized, Enlightened).
Bright full color by country, decorative colored border. Large inset map
of Palestine at top left.
$1,500.00
116) (Europe) Pelton, C., Pelton's Outline Map of Europe.
Philadelphia: 1864. 166x203 cm. A mammoth linen-backed map of
Europe, fully colored by country, but designed for educational purposes
with numbers, rather than names, identifying countries and other
geographic features. Symbols are used for identifying governmental
forms and the level and nature of religious development, with
"Savages" shown in eastern Russia. Lacks top rod. Soiled and lightly
damaged near the top, light soiling near the south coast of the Baltic
Sea, otherwise bright and crisp. A visually exciting map, with many
decorative cartouches enlivening the oceans and seas.
$1,350.00
117) (South America/Africa) Pelton, C., Pelton's Outline Map of
South America (Africa). Philadelphia: 1864. 167x208 cm. Huge wall
map of Africa and South America, extending slightly into N. America
and Europe. Bright full color by country. Poor at the top, with extensive
chipping and tearing in the top 3 to 4 inches. The top right corner, with
the borders and including the key, is gone. Excellent condition below,
including all but the very top of Africa and all of South America.
Designed for school use, this map utilizes numbers, keyed to a separate
text not present here, rather than names to identify countries and
features.
$600.00
118) (United States-South) Lloyd, J. T., Lloyd's New Map of United
States, the Canadas and New Brunswick Showing Every Railroad
& Station Finished to June, 1864, and the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts
from the United States Superintendent’s Official Reports of the
Coast Survey by Order of Congress. With: Lloyd's Map of the
Southern States. New Yor k: 1864. 95x126 cm. Wall map of the
United States, unbacked and printed on both sides. Fully colored by
county. Original rods, one small hole in Michigan, several short tears
near the top and separations from the top rod, but otherwise excellent
condition. There are some small tears mended. The verso is Lloyd's
Map of the Southern States, 1863. This map is uncolor ed.
Unbacked maps printed on both sides are very difficult to handle and
repair without losing information on one side or the other. The Map of
the Southern States includes nine columns of text at the bottom entitled,
“Sketch of the Whole Southern Coast” which is comprised of short text
descriptions of the major features, on sea and the coast, from Cape May
all the way around to the Gulf Coast of Texas. In total, over 150 distinct
features are noted. Both of the maps here are important Civil War era
maps. The southern map has the same title as Stephenson 41.2, but the
material on the verso is different and that listing does not mention the
Sketch of the Whole Southern Coast text. See Stephenson 50 for the
Map of the United States, though that issue indicates that it was corrected to October 4, 1864 which this one does not. That copy also uses
shading to represent the “rebellious states” and other areas. This copy
has no such shading.
$1,500.00
119) (Virginia) Heald, D. A., The Approaches from Washington to
Richmond from Surveys Supplied by Officers of the Army. New
York: 1864. 50x64 cm. Attractive map of eastern Virginia issued as a
promotion for the Home Insurance Company which has information at
the lower right. Repaired at lower right corner, short tear into surface at
the top. Water areas hand-colored in blue. Large inset map at the top

towards the bottom, and 28 other views of buildings and patriotic vignettes. The title is at the bottom. At the top, around the portrait of
Washington is the slogan "First in War, First in Peace and First in the
Hearts of His Countrymen." All views and vignettes are fully handcolored.
$475.00

right corner, "The Strategic Points of East Tennessee, Northern
Alabama and Georgia" encompasses Nashville, Knoxville, Chattanooga
and Huntsville, Alabama, but does not quite get as far as Atlanta. The
main map shows most of the state of Virginia, with Washington DC at
the top right and including Prince Edward and Buckingham Counties in
the southwest. Stephenson 488.
$1,450.00
120) (Civil War/Virginia) Lloyd, H. H., & Co., Battle of
Fredericksburg. New Yor k: c. 1864. 22x32 cm. Small folio,
unrecorded print of this Civil War battle. Wide margins, excellent
condition. Bright, splashy small hand-colored print showing Union and
Confederate soldiers fighting in the battle of December, 1862. Union
soldiers are shown on the offensive here, seemingly overrunning a
Confederate position, even though this battle was, in fact, a debacle for
the Union Army. The woodcut print is somewhat crude, but the overall
effect is quite striking. This is No. 13 of a series, but we are unable to
find references to or holdings of other prints in this series.
$950.00
121) (Civil War) Lindenkohl, Adolph, Military Map of SouthEastern Virginia. [Washington]: [1864]. 47x83 cm. Dissected map,
backed with linen and folded into later 4to folder. The name of George
F. Edmunds, United States Senator from Vermont from 1866-1891,
stamped on the front. The map shows the area of war in Virginia south
and east of Richmond, extending to Norfolk and in the east and south.
The western portion of the map is dominated by Richmond and the
areas surrounding it. Uncolored except for major waters which are
tinted. Lists 9 sources of information used in the map. A quite detailed
map of southeastern Virginia towards the end of the war. Drawn by A.
Lindenkohl and lithographed by H. Lindenkohl and Charles G. Krebs.
Neither of these latter two names appears in Peters, America on Stone.
Stephenson 492.
$1,250.00

124) (Eastern Hemisphere) Pelton, C., Pelton's Political and
Physical Map of the Eastern Hemisphere. Philadelphia: 1866.
197x197 cm. A mammoth linen-backed map of Europe, Asia, Africa
and Australia, fully colored by country. Lacks top rod. Light damage
near the top, otherwise excellent condition. The colors are still very
bright and crisp throughout. The title block contains a very colorful
series of vignettes showing natives of 5 continents, with a European
sitting at a table reading and inhabitants of Africa and Asia in
somewhat less enlightened surroundings. A spectacular map from a
noted maker of educational outline maps. The top right corner contains
the title block. The other three corners have smaller specialized maps
(Geological, elevations, rain distribution) of the hemisphere.
Lithographed by T. S. Wagner, published by Sower, Barnes & Co. of
Philadelphia.
$2,000.00
125) (United States) Pelton, C., Pelton's Outline Map of the United
States, British Provinces, Mexico, Central America and the West
India Islands. Philadelphia: 1866. 192x210 cm. Enor mous outline
map of North America (except Canada), with geographical features
keyed by number, not name. Bright full color by state. Damage to the
top 4-6 inches, with wear, chipping and tears resulting in some loss of
the top border and sections. Nonetheless, this is an extremely rare map
as most of Pelton’s work was of foreign areas, predominantly missionary maps. This is the only Pelton map of the United States which we
have seen.
$1,500.00
126) (Iowa) Blanchard, Rufus, Cabinet Map of Iowa. Chicago: c.
1866. 10.5x17.3 cm. Extremely small map of Iowa, fully colored, in
original stiff pink wrapper. Ex-library, stamped inside front cover, one
at the top right corner of the map and five times on the blank verso.
Modern archival backing. Front cover is lacking a large triangular
section at the top right, with loss of half of the first word of the title. A
most unusual map, exceptionally small for a separate publication. The
wrappers measure only 7.7x5.8 cm. (approx.3x2.5 inches). The map
appears to be the Iowa portion of a larger map of the Midwest. $400.00
127). (California) Wallace, John, Map of the Property of the Stockton City Homestead Association, Surveyed February 1869. San
Francisco: 1869. 32x56 cm.. Early map of downtown Stockton, uncolored. Shows the area bounded by Mormon Channel in the north (north
is at the left side of the map), American St., Sixth St., and Centre St.
Blocks and lots are numbered. Very good condition, some spotting in
margins, one light crease at right side. Lithographed by Britton & Rey
of San Francisco.
$950.00

122) (Tennessee) Draughon, Miles S., Chancery Sale of Valuable
Real Estate in Springfield .... Nashville, TN: 1865. 60x36 cm. Broadside with text only describing lots of land to be sold at auction on December 22, 1865. Light wear, previously folded. The sheet is dated
November 24, 1865. A rare Southern imprint from the period immediately after the Civil War. Lots to be sold resulted from nine different
lawsuits which are detailed in the text and include a hotel and a female
academy.
$350.00

128) (North Carolina) Colton, G. W. & C. B., Colton's North
Carolina. New Yor k: 1869. 32x38.5 cm. Or iginal cloth folder ,
excellent condition. one short tear along a fold. Contemporary
ownership signature from Richmond, VA. Inset map of Beaufort
Harbor. Includes most of South Carolina and much of Virginia. Full
color by county in North Carolina, uniform full color in South Carolina,
very light wash color in other areas.
$750.00

123) (Washington D. C.) Magnus, Charles, Panorama of Washington. New Yor k: c. 1865. 82x23 cm. Moder n backing, tr immed with
very slight loss (2 mm) to top of center device. Decorative pastiche of a
large portrait of Washington at the top, view of the Capitol Building

129) (Gulf of Mexico) U. S. Navy Hydrographic Office, Gulf of Mexico, West Indies and Caribbean Sea. Washington: 1870. 66x215 cm.
Huge sea chart of the southern coast of the United States and the adjacent waters. Actually consists of three charts joined. Two inset maps of
harbors on the north side of Cuba, Cay Frances and the Approaches to

Cardenas. The Cardenas inset has been printed over the title block of
the middle sheet. Backed by linen. Very good condition, with one vertical crack near the western edge. Shows the entire northern Caribbean
and Gulf of Mexico from Yucatan to well east of the Turks and Caicos.
Good detail along the Gulf Coast. Uncolored.
$650.00
130) (United States - South) Mendenhall, E., Railway and County
Map of the Southern States: Embracing the States of N. Carolina,
S. Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, Louisiana,
Arkansas. Cincinnati: 1870. 44x78.2 cm. Or iginal cloth folder with
two pages advertising slip inside front cover. Original full color by
county. Extensive crude tape repairs to verso, but only minor evidence
of these repairs on the recto at vertical folds near the top and bottom
edges. Copyright date of 1863. This is a very scarce Reconstruction-era
map of the South. Maps such as this were not uncommon during the
Civil War when people in the North wanted to follow the battles and
locations of the armies, but almost disappeared in the years immediately
after the war when there was little interest in the South among the
people of the North.
$1,350.00

good. Shows the railroads in the region with the towns along them, but
featuring the Woonaquatucket Railroad from Olneyville to Pascoag,
Rhode Island, west and north of Providence. Four columns of text at the
bottom detailing the advantages of Rhode Island in general and this rail
line in particular. OCLC 65215746 (1 loc, Brown University) lists a
variant of this piece, and there are two other listings (both also at
Brown) showing copies printed for the Providence Daily Journal and
the Evening Press. This was clearly labeled a Supplement to the
Gazette, so is likely another variant not listed in OCLC.
$325.00

131) (Americana) J. H. Bufford's Lith., Sample Card. Boston: c.
1871. 82x63 cm. Large uncolored print with two views (each 17x29
cm) at the top with a large blank area below. The views are entitled
"Works at Wheeling, W. VA." and "Works at Sandwich, Mass." Each
shows a factory, adjoining buildings, and the surrounding countryside.
Views of both West Virginia towns and Cape Cod subjects are both
quite unusual. Dated from the address given for Bufford, 490
Washington St., Boston. Peters, America on Stone, does not list this
address for Bufford, but does show that Bufford was at 190 Washington
St. beginning in 1871. We believe that either Peters or Bufford has
made an error in the first digit of the address. At the very least, this
piece dates from after 1863 when West Virginia was created. $600.00
132) (Pacific Ocean) Imray, James, North Pacific. London: 1871.
102x188 cm. Sea chart, restored, in very good condition, with some loss
and facsimile in the bottom border. Modern linen backing with original
paper label retained. Uncolored. 41 inset maps, mostly of small islands
in the northern Pacific from Hawaii and the Aleutians to Japan. Large
inset maps of Guam (Guajan Island), Honolulu (Honoruru), Sandwich
Islands among other insets. Shows coasts of North America and eastern
Asia, including Korea, Japan and the Philippines. Manuscript markings
show routes of vessels across the Pacific. This map was designed to join
with one of the North Pacific to make a chart of the whole ocean, but
stands very well on its own. Rubber stamp from Thomas Tennant, chart
and instrument seller in San Francisco.
$1,250.00
133) (Pacific Ocean) Imray, James, South Pacific. London: 1871.
102x188cm. Sea chart, restored, in very good condition, with some loss
and facsimile work, particularly a sizeable hole to the east of the
Straights of Magellan. Modern linen backing with original label retained. Uncolored. Manuscript lines show the routes of ships across the
south Pacific. Shows from the eastern parts of Australia and Papua New
Guinea to the coast of South America. 37 inset charts of small islands
and harbors in the south Pacific, with large insets of Tonga, Fiji, and
Tahiti. Rubber stamp from Thomas Tennant, chart and instrument seller
in San Francisco. This map was originally designed to join with the
chart of the North Pacific to make a chart of the whole ocean, but stands
very well on its own.
$1,250.00

135) (Chicago) Conroy, R obert L yons, Plan of Highland Park,
Lake Co., Ill. 1872. Chicago: 1872. 60x45 cm. Single sheet separ ately-published map of this suburb north of Chicago. Restored, with modern archival backing. Full color by block. Illustration of wooded area
below title. Also below title is the text: "Property in this Sub Division
for sale by the Highland Park Building Co., Frank P. Hawkins, Agent."
It is not specified which subdivision is referred to here, but two additions, the G.L. Wren Addition and the F. P. Hawkins Addition are identified straddling the railroad tracks near Lincoln Avenue at the southern
end of the town. The area of Thompson’s Division at the bottom center,
is a paste-down, with the names of Cleveland & French, CE printed
underneath. Printed Maps of the Midwest 4-1377 lists a map of the
same name and approximate size, but published by a different company, Cameron, Amberg & Co. It seems likely that Hawkins appropriated
that map for his own use in promoting his development and made some
small changes to include the name of his surveyor, Conroy. Highland
Park was founded in 1869 and these appear to be the earliest maps of
the town. One location identified for this issue, the Highland Park Historical Society.
$4,250.00

134) (Rhode Island) Providence, Pascoag and Springfield Railroad,
Map of the Woonaquatucket Railroad and Its Connections Supplement to the Gazette. Pr ovidence: 1871. 25x38 cm. Uncolor ed
broadside map showing southeastern New England from Narragansett
Bay to Northampton, Massachusetts. Light foxing, otherwise very

136) (Iowa/Nebraska) Burlington & Missouri River Railroad
Company, Iowa and Nebraska Railroad Lands for Sale on Ten
Years' Credit. [Chicago]: 1872. 55x77 cm. Newspaper -style
promotion for settlement in Nebraska and Iowa by the Burlington
Railroad. There are maps on both sides, though most of the piece is

taken up by text touting the virtues of settlement in this area. Generally
very good condition, but with short tears along two fold and one
triangular chip at a fold junction resulting in small loss of text, not in a
map area. The map on the recto is "North United States. Burlington
Route and Connections and B. & M. R. R. Lands in Iowa and
Nebraska." This shows the northern United States from coast to coast.
The scale on the map is quite warped, with states in the east and
midwest being elongated from east to west and the states and territories
west of Nebraska being severely squeezed. On the verso is one map
with two different titles, Map of South-East Nebraska/Map of
Southern Iowa. Ther e ar e also two bir d's-eye views of prairie lands,
east of Lincoln and near Crete, Nebraska. A scarce promotional piece,
with much information for settlers in Iowa and Nebraska.
$750.00
137) (Missouri) Colton, G.W. & C.B., Colton’s Dollar Series of
Sectional Maps. Missouri. New Yor k: 1873. 68.6x53.3 cm. Pocket
map in original cloth folder, front board detached. Splits along two
folds and at several fold junctions with chipping loss in Jefferson
County, but generally very good condition. Full color by county. Rufus
Blanchard of Chicago also named in title as a publisher. This was an
intermediate-sized map from Colton, larger than their atlas maps but
somewhat smaller than the more comprehensive sectional map. Printed
Maps of the Midwest 9-0941
$725.00
138) (Pennsylvania) Sturdevant, W. H., Land Map of the County of
Luzerne, Pennsylvania. New Yor k: 1874. 150x128 cm. Dissected
and backed with modern linen. Never varnished. Very minor damage
along some folds, with no loss. Outline color by town. Major
landowners identified. Lithographed by Major & Knapp., drafted by
Hendrick W. Moss, published by J. Sturdevant & Co. This map of the
county containing Scranton and Wilkes-Barre is unlisted (not in Library
of Congress or Pennsylvania State Library). It is completely different
from the Henry Walling map of Luzerne County which was published
in 1864. Not in OCLC or Phillips.
$1,750.00
139) (United States) Eldridge, George, Eldridge's Chart No. 8.
Montauk Point to St. Augustine with New York Bay and Harbor on
a Large Scale. Boston: 1874. 127x91 cm. Sea char t with or iginal
linen backing in very good to excellent condition. Light soiling near
top, scattered very light stains. Large inset map at top left of New York
Bay and Harbor. Lighthouses noted in red and yellow. Lines off the
coast show the axis and outer edge of the Gulf Stream. Published by S.
Thaxter. Two paper labels on the linen, one identifying the chart, the
other listing available charts from Eldridge.
$600.00

and that is the bottom right hand corner (18x39 cm.), which would
show Puerto Rico, has been completely torn away and is not present.
The printed area now present ends at the eastern tip of Hispaniola. Original backing is intact, with paper label from Copley. Uncolored except
for markings of lighthouses. Similar to charts of this region by Blunt
but with considerably more detail and place names along the coastlines,
particularly on the U.S. mainland. OCLC lists only one copy of this
map, that being an 1864 issue at the British Library. No other reference
found on internet searches.
$750.00
142) (Maine) Sanford, F. F. & Leggett, C. T., Map of Belfast, Waldo
County, Maine. Philadelphia: 1875. 128x96 cm. Wall map in ver y
good condition. Original linen and rods, linen torn and detached at
some places at the top. Light age toning, some horizontal creasing in
the bottom third. Many land owners and factories identified. Business
directory at bottom left. Hand-colored in Belfast Bay. A scarce map of
this small town in northeastern Maine along the Passagasawakeag
River. Printed by Frederic Bourquin in Philadelphia. OCLC 268966995
(1 loc., U.of Maine)
$1,150.00
143) (Rhode Island) Thompson, J.C., Map of the City of Providence.
Providence: 1875. 110x70 cm. Pocket map in original cloth folder.
Very good condition, detached from binding with one small triangle of
the map still attached to back board. Full color by ward. Some
contemporary color markings and notations which look to be related to
the locations for lines of an extension of the Warwick Railroad.. All
streets are identified, but no land owners.
$600.00
144) (Philadelphia) Toudy, H. J., Bird's Eye View, Centennial
Buildings, Fairmount Park, Philadelphia 1876. Philadelphia: 1876.
52x68 cm. Bird's-eye view of the grounds of the Centennial Exposition.
Full color. Railroad station and river in foreground, flag and a very tall
tower are prominent at the back. This is very similar to, but
significantly different from, The view is depicted in the Snider Sale
catalogue (Bloomsbury, Lot 366). Key to all buildings at bottom left,
names of buildings at bottom right. That copy does not have the key
and has a shorter list of the buildings. It also does not appear to show a
train in the foreground. Deak (Picturing America) 845.
$850.00

140) (United States-West) Imray, James, & Son, West Coast of
North America from San Francisco to Queen Charlotte Islands.
London: 1874. 126x101 cm. Blue-back sea chart in very good
condition, original backing, one long tear repaired. Edges reinforced.
Two original labels on backing - a yellow one from Imray and a smaller
orange from the seller Edward Dillon, a watch and chromometer maker
in San Francisco. 17 inset maps of inlets, sounds and harbors. The city
of Vancouver does not yet appear, though the nearby town of New
Westminster does. Seattle is shown. The chart extends south just past
Pt. Ano Nuevo and Pigeon Point below San Francisco. There is a rubber stamp from Imray with an 1875 date but there is nothing printed on
the map to indicate that the chart was updated in that year.
$1,750.00
141) (West Indies) Copley, Charles, General Chart of the West
Indies, Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea, Showing the Adjacent
Coasts of the United States, Mexico, Central America and the
Spanish Main, to the Mouths of the Orinoco. New Yor k: 1874. Very
large, rare blue-backed chart of the northern part of the Caribbean Sea
and Gulf of Mexico. Very good condition with one very large exception

145) (Connecticut) Bailey, O. H., City of Hartford, Connecticut.
Boston: 1877. 68.4x83.9 cm. Very large tinted bird's-eye view of Hartford Connecticut, looking from the east with the Connecticut River in
the foreground. Backed with modern archival paper, with top margin
and other small areas and cracks beautifully restored. This is a very

large and striking view of Hartford with 9 views across the bottom and
112 locations keyed. Very rare. Reps 554 lists 5 copies, but the Library
of Congress copy is identified as a photocopy. Panoramic Maps of the
United States 80.4.
$3,500.00
146) (Ohio) Layman, E. F., Map of Cincinati and Vicinity,
Compiled for Williams' Cincinnati Directory. Cincinnati: 1878. 68
-55x82 cm. Folded map, apparently issued without folder. Small tears
along some folds, generally excellent condition. Generally uncolored,
though ward numbers and boundaries and city boundaries have been
printed in red. There is a key identifying and locating 90 buildings. The
map includes some northern and eastern suburbs in Ohio as well as
Covington, Newport, and several other river towns in Kentucky.
Though the title indicates that this map was published for a Cincinnati
directory, there is no clear evidence that this map was ever bound into
a volume. Engraved by John H. Bogart, Relief Map Engraver. Phillips
p. 236 lists an 1882 issue of this map, but not one of this date. $375.00
147) (Railroad) Indianapolis & St. Louis Railroad, Bee Line Route
of the Indianapolis & St. Louis Railroad and Connections. Chicago: 1879. 41x72 cm. Timetable-style map of the eastern United States
with promotional panels on the recto and around the map on the verso.
Very good condition, short tears along two folds. The map, of the eastern United States, highlights the rail lines feeding into the Indianapolis
& St. Louis. Vignette at the right of the map shows passengers relaxing
in Horton's Reclining Chair Cars. A large headline at the top promises,
"St. Louis to New York without Change of Cars." Not in Modelski,
Railroad Maps of the United States.
$475.00
148) (Lake Champlain) White Mountain Line, Map of the
Established and Fashionable Route Between Montreal, White
Mountains & Saratoga. Bur lington, VT: 1880. 33x15 cm. Small
folding brochure with uncolored map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George on the inside. With routes of steamers, railroads and canals
through northeastern New York and western Vermont. Recto has
timetable and distance data. Printed by Styles of Burlington. $225.00
149) (Iowa) Iowa Railroad Land Co., Iowa Lands. Sectional Map
Showing Some of the Lands in the Middle Region of Western Iowa.
Chicago: c. 1880. 67x49 cm. Large, attractive map of the central portion of western Iowa, showing from Harrison to Sioux Counties along
the Missouri River, to Clay County in the northeast and Carroll County
in the southeast. All or part of 13 counties are shown. At the bottom is
a large inset showing, utilizing the only color on this piece, the location
of the lands with respect to Iowa and northern Illinois. Text at bottom
right extols the desirability of the lands. Shading indicates land available for sale. Text at eft offers "A Choice from 700,000 acres of rich
rolling prairie, and valley land, in farms to suit, Free from Mortgage or
Other Incumbrances." Not in Printed Maps of the Midwest, Vol.8.
Printed by Henry S. Stebbins, 264 Wabash Ave., Chicago. $1,350.00
150) (Iowa) Zeese, A., & Co., City of Muscatine, Iowa. Chicago: c.
1880. 33x27 cm. Small uncolored map of this town along the
Mississippi River. Printed on beige paper with a decorative border.
Previously folded. This does not appear to have been removed from an
atlas or any another volume. Some landowners on the outskirts of town
are named. Dated by the presence of the Muscatine Western Railroad
which operated for only a few years, under that name and also as The
Mississippi and Muscatine Western Railroad. Not in Printed Maps of
the Midwest.
$275.00
151) (Dakota Territory) Chicago and Northwestern Railway, Free
Lands in Dakota and How to Get Them ... All Points in Iowa,

Nebraska, Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon and
California. Chicago: 1882. 63x47 cm. Timetable-style map of
Dakota Territory, uncolored in good condition only. Small holes at
three fold junctions, several tears along folds mended. Map is entitled
“Correct Map of Dakota, Compiled from United States and Territorial
Surveys, Nov. 1, 1882.” Large inset map of the upper Midwest
showing connecting lines fromt Chicago. The inset map covers the
northwestern corner of what later became North Dakota. The recto has
text touting the great benefits of settling in Dakota, with features on
two "booming" towns on the Jim River, Columbia and Frankfort. The
combined populations of these two towns is now 285.
$450.00
152) (Railroad) Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway, “Shouting
the Battle Cry” - Grand Army of the Republic. To Denver, via
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. Short Line. Chicago: 1883.
53x25.4 cm. Bright, very colorful banner/broadside issued in
conjunction with the 1883 Encampment of the Grand Army of the
Republic at Denver. Brilliant chromolithography, with a 13-star flag,
badge of the GAR, and army insignia featured at the center of the
piece. Printed by Rand McNally.
$1,500.00
153) (Virginia) Boyd, C[harles]. R[ufus]., South West-Virginia.
Mineral Resources & Railway Facilities. Philadelphia: 1883. 53x97
cm. Folding map, backed with linen, in original plain cloth folder,
spine splitting and worn. The front of the folder has a paper label
pasted diagonally reading "South-West Virginia." The label has some
chipping, particularly at the left side and corners. Map is fully colored
by mineral type. Very good condition with some splits at fold
junctions. This is a separate issue of a map which was also issued with
the Second Annual Report of the ... Norfolk & Western Railroad ...
December 31, 1882. Covers the section of Virginia south and west of
Roanoke. Also includes several adjacent counties in North Carolina,
Tennessee and West Virginia. A large uncolored inset map at the lower
right shows the rail system of the eastern United States. Ownership
signatures of Evans R. Dick, founding partner in 1882 of Dick &
Company, a major Philadelphia banking house and brokerage firm.
OCLC 124066367 (2 loc.)
$850.00

154) (New Orleans) Mullen, Samuel, The World's Industrial and
Cotton Centennial Exposition, New Orleans, LA - Department of
Installation, Plan No. 2. New Or leans: c. 1885. 66x91 cm.
Uncolored map of New Orleans, from Lake Pontchartrain to the
Mississippi River, with 10 inset maps and views of buildings at the
right side along with a view of the Exposition and two of its buildings
at the left side. Original cloth folder, detached. Modern archival

backing which repairs splits along one fold. Some loss from chipping
along that fold. A large attractive map of New Orleans, from a period
when there were relatively few large maps of the city. For an image of
this map, but not with the covers, see davidrumsey.com.
$1,850.00
155) (California) Forbes, Stanly, Official Map of Humboldt County,
California. San Fr ancisco: 1886. 138x81 cm. Lar ge wall map of this
county on the coast north of San Francisco. Original rods and linen.
Fair to good condition, well worn throughout, with some text light from
rubbing, several very small chips. Full original color by town. Small
inset plans of the towns of Eureka and Arcata. Lithographed by Britton
& Rey. This is the first large-scale map of Humboldt County, one of a
number of maps of northern California counties of this size published
in the late 1880's-early 1890's. These were the first detailed commercial
maps of most of these rural logging areas. OCLC 15519089 (2 loc.,
Library of Congress and U.of Cal. - Berkeley)
$1,000.00
156) (California) Pacific Coast Land Bureau, [Map of the City of
Stockton, California]. Stockton: 1886. 60x42 cm. Land auction br ochure which folds down into quarters. A map of Stockton is printed on
black on the inside, with shaded areas indicating the lots to be sold. The
verso is text printed in red and describes the benefits and advantages of
Stockton. Short splits along folds, mended, and two minor chips at the
edges, otherwise excellent condition. The property to be sold was part
of the estate of Captain Charles M. Weber, the leading pioneer of
Stockton who had died in 1881. The back details the trains and boats
available at San Francisco for travel to Stockton.
$650.00

Time Map of the United States and the Dominion of Canada. New
York: 1886. 100x142 cm. Large ornate map, printed on both sides.
Original rods. Damaged, with several tears and small pieces missing, in
top 8 cm., below that excellent. Extensive crude clear tape mends to
top. Unbacked, with another map "The Illustrated Historical Map of the
World" printed in color on the reverse. Very bright, full color by county
on the United States map, by country on the world map. Across the
whole top is a view, "View of New York City from Beal's Photograph
taken from the Brooklyn Tower of the East River Bridge", showing the
harbor, the Bridge, ships in the East River, etc. The verso is filled with
tables, illustrations, and text, including a border of national flags and
state seals, large views of world cities (Havana, Rio de Janeiro, Alexandria Egypt, Venice, Hong Kong, Constantinople, Brooklyn Bridge) and
smaller views of natural features and monuments. The recto has a large
view of the U.S. Capitol as well as a smaller bird's-eye view of Washington DC. There is also a small text box and several other references
to time zones in the United States which had recently been introduced.
While the condition at the top of the map is regrettable, it is almost
inevitable for double-sided unbacked paper maps such as this. It is actually quite rare for the damage to be as limited as it is here. An amazing
production, crammed with information and visual interest. Reissued by
Perry & Spaulding in 1889 with some changes.
$1,750.00
161) (Railroad) Chicago, St. Louis & Pittsburgh Railroad, To
Chicago and the North - June, 1887. Chicago: 1887. 60x35 cm.
Attractive uncolored timetable map in excellent condition. The map on
the verso, entitled "The Popular Pan Handle Route Connecting Lines
between the North and South" shows the midwester n and souther n
United States from Chicago and Pittsburgh to Lake Okechobee, Florida
and Louisiana. Major rail lines which connect the South to northern
cities are highlighted.
$375.00
162) (Railroad/Texas) M issouri Pacific R ailway System, Fast Mail.
Iron Mountain Route (Cover Title), Chicago: 1887. 43x30 cm.
Timetable map in excellent condition, small separation at one fold junction. Primarily promotes travel to Texas, with a panel on the Flight of
the Texas Limited Express. The inside is a large map of all of Missouri,
Arkansas, Louisiana, with most of Texas, Kansas and Indian Territory,
highlighting the lines of the Missouri Pacific network. One (of 12) panels on the recto is a small map of the whole United States.
$450.00

157) (Massachusetts) Burleigh, L. R., Ayer, Mass.. Tr oy, NY: 1886.
30.3x59.1 cm. Brilliant colorful bird's-eye view of this town in eastcentral Massachusetts. Ex-Library of Congress, with surplus duplicate
stamp on verso. Wide margins. Bright and crisp, near-mint condition.
19 locations keyed. The color, while almost certainly modern, is
striking and very well done. Reps 1346.
$1,750.00
158) (Massachusetts) Burleigh, L. R., East Pepperell, Mass.. Tr oy,
NY: 1886. 32.5x52.2 cm. Brilliant colorful bird's-eye view of this town
in east central Massachusetts. Wide margins. Ex-Library of Congress,
with acquisition stamp in margin on the recto and duplicate stamp on
verso. Bright and crisp, near-mint condition. 17 locations keyed.
Vibrant color, almost certainly modern. Reps 1428.
$1,750.00
159) (Massachusetts) Burleigh, L. R., Groton, Massachusetts 1886.
Troy, NY: 1886. 35.6x60.8 cm. Brilliant colorful bird's-eye view of this
town in east-central Massachusetts. Wide margins. Bright and crisp,
near-mint condition. 8 locations keyed. Vibrant color, unfaded, likely
modern. Reps 1461.
$1,750.00
160) (United States) Watson, Gaylord, Watson's Indexed Great
Republic Map, A New Illustrated County, Rail Road, Distance and

163) (California) Hutchinson, A. J., Map Showing Subdivisions of
the Bonynge Tract and Position of the Townsite of Esperanza, Yolo
Cty.. Esper anza: 1888. 51x33 cm. Plat map, possibly a slightly later
copy of a manuscript plan, of proposed additions to the Town of Esperanza in 1887-88. Printed on yellow paper, excellent condition.
Shows 61 blocks planned around the original downtown area. No land
owners identified, but many topographical features identified. $225.00
164) (Florida) South Florida Railroad Co. and the Plant Investment
Co., New Sectional Map of Florida. Sanfor d, FL: 1888. 114x78 cm.
Very large map of Florida published by the Plant System railroad.
Restored, with some loss from chipping, particularly at fold junctions.
Original stiff orange printed wrappers, detached but present. Lands
offered for sale are in color, otherwise uncolored. Text on verso
describes Florida and details the benefits of settling there. Large inset
map at lower left shows the eastern United States and Caribbean Sea to
highlight Florida's location. Printed by Matthews, Northrup of Buffalo,
NY. The name of D. H. Elliott, General Land Agent, Sanford, FL also
appears in the title block. Despite having likely been printed in fairly
large numbers, this map is now very rare because of its size and the
poor paper on which it was printed not being well suited to survive in
the Florida climate. The rail lines of the Plant System are highlighted,

as is a steamship route between Tampa and Key West. Servies 9095. backing and varnish, lacking rods. Good to very good condition, with
OCLC 39179062 (5 loc.) though listings under other numbers identify one small (5x1 cm) hole near the border at the lower left, impacting
three other locations.
$1,750.00 only the border line and unprinted area. Moderately worn throughout
with light staining near the bottom and a horizontal crease across the
165) (Oregon) Oregon & California R ailway System, Map No. 3 middle. Full color, with additional manuscipt lines showing school,
of Western Oregon. Por tland: c. 1889. 54.5x89 cm. Map of the forest and road districts. There is a manuscript key for these additional
southwestern corner of Oregon, west of Klamath Lake and south from lines at the left side. The Library of Congress copy does not have these
Bandon, just below Coos Bay. Previously folded. Corners are all torn additional markings. OCLC 12092291 (3 loc.)
$2,250.00
with loss in the margins, likely from having been posted on a wall with
tape or pins at the corners. Several small dark stains near right side. 170) (Connecticut) Baldwin, L. J., Baldwin's Map of Plainfield,
Four bands of color show the limits of the grants to the Oregon & Conn. and Vicinity. Pr ovidence: 1892. 76x61 cm. Small wall map
California Railroad to sell lands. This appears to have been one of a in very good condition of this town in Windham County in
set of three maps of company lands in Oregon, with Map 1 being the northeastern Connecticut. Original rods, varnish and linen backing,
northwestern corner of the state. OCLC 37704323 locates two copies light damage to border at top right corner, small stain at top center.
of Map 1 (one other copy offered on line). OCLC 37604365 shows Original full color by school district. Land owners identified. These
three holdings for this map. OCLC 37600889 also shows one copy of include many of the house owners in the village areas, who are often
Map No. 2. OCLC 984074058 lists one copy of a work "Western Ore- not shown on maps of this sort. OCLC 56725037 (1 loc., Connecticut
gon" consisting of these three maps together (1 location, Stanford.) Historical Society)
$450.00
Printed by Rand McNally in Chicago. A very rare map of western
Oregon in the late 19th century.
$750.00
166) (North Carolina) N.A., [Untitled Map of Western North
Carolina, Northwestern South Carolina, and Northeastern
Georgia]. n.p.: c. 1890. 28x38 cm. Ver y unusual uncolor ed map of
the area from Asheville, North Carolina to Greenville, South Carolina
and Toccoa, Georgia. Likely done to promote real estate sales, the map
features roads and railroads and shows the boundaries of five different
ranges. Some of these are 10,000 acres or larger. A good portion of the
land shown is now in either the Nantahala or Chattahoochie National
Forests. It is very unusual for a printed map to have no title, no identifying marks or credits of any sort, and no clear focal point or evident
reason for its publication. While this appears most likely to have been
produced to advertise lands for sale in both North and South Carolina,
it is most strange that there is no identification of who should be contacted to inquire about those lands.
$400.00
167) (Railroad) Missouri Pacific Railway, St. Louis to All Points
West. St. Louis: 1890. 42x77 cm. Timetable map in excellent
condition. Printed in yellow and black. Recto contains primarily
timetable information. The verso is "Map of the Missouri Pacific and
St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern Railways and
Connections." which shows the west and southwest fr om the
Mississippi River to California, north to the California/Nevada
northern boundaries. Lines of the Missouri Pacific and affiliated lines
are highlighted. All stations on all lines, including hundreds in Texas
and many along the Southern Pacific line in Arizona, New Mexico and
California, are shown. Printed by Rand McNally in Chicago. $375.00

171) (Oregon) Stengele, J. W. & Schiffers, Jos., Map of Portland,
Oregon Showing Manner of Renaming Streets As Adopted by the
City Council. San Fr ancisco: 1892. 96x73 cm. Fully color ed folded
map, no evidence of being removed from a volume or having been
bound. Very good condition, with some separations at fold junctions.
Very small blemishes (from burns?) at two fold junctions and a couple
of points along the edges. Bright full color by neighborhood.
168) (Virginia/Washington DC) Greenough, Edwin A., & Co., Bon
Contemporary red rubber stamps locate Arbor Lodge, a new
Air, Alexandria County, Virginia. Washington, DC: 1890. 46x76
development in the northern part of the city near Swan Island. Not in
cm. Scarce uncolored plat map of a development on the western side
OCLC. Not found on-line.
$1,450.00
of Arlington, Virginia. Good condition only, with one vertical split
mended and tears from both left and right edges. Small hole in unprint- 172) (Louisiana) Mississippi River Commission, Survey of the
ed area at left, piece missing in margin outside border at left. Small Mississippi River - Chart No. 73. Washington: 1894. 58x93 cm.
regional inset map at lower right, three small views in the other cor- Uncolored coastal chart, linen-backed, of the Mississippi River in the
ners. This Bon Air development, just above Carlin Springs Road in area of St. John Baptist and St. Charles Parishes just west of Lake
Arlington appears not to have been built. At the very least there is no Pontchartrain. Worn, with chipping at the margins and one hole at the
modern evidence of the road system as laid out on this map. The east- top right in the Lake, not affecting any text. Excellent detail on the
west roads here are named after colleges and none of these streets now land areas, showing fields, plantations and wooded areas. Many land
appear to exist.
$500.00 owners identified.
$275.00
169) (California) Rice, S. H., Official Map of Lake County, 173) (California) Oullahan & Adams, Map of Stockton, California.
California. San Fr ancisco: 1892. 136x82 cm. Or iginal linen Showing Location of Property Owned by Weber Heirs.. Stockton:

c. 1895. 38x57 cm. Broadsheet map with bright red real estate promotion on verso. On the recto is the map of Stockton with lands of the
heirs of Captain Charles M. Weber highlighted in red. Superb condition. A bright, very attractive real estate poster.
$550.00

32nd Avenue west to the Ocean. Cliff House, Seal Rocks and Sutro
Baths are identified. Anza, Balboa, Cabrillo and Fulton Streets are not
named, but identified only as Avenues A, B, C & D. Engraved by Bosqui of San Francisco.
$475.00

174) (Georgia) Clark & Hall, Map of Polk County, Georgia.
Cedartown, GA: 1895. 71.1x127 cm. Very large blueprint map, quite
well worn though complete except for a 1.5x1 inch hole at the extreme
bottom right in the adjoining county. One other large chip at center
fold, detached but still present. One 8-inch tear, mended, in from right
edge. Other small holes and short tears, wear at edges and folds. This is
an unrecorded map of this county in northwest Georgia along the
Alabama state line. Also shows parts of adjoining Cherokee, Calhoun
and Cleburne Counties in Alabama, Floyd, Haralson and Barstow
Counties in Georgia. Despite its format as a blueprint map, it was
clearly the product of a comprehensive survey of the county. It is quite
likely the first separately published map of this county.
$2,000.00

180) (United States) Rand McNally, Correct Map of the United
States Showing the Union Pacific System, The Overland Route and
Connections. Chicago: 1896. 86x135 cm. Wall map, r estor ed, with
wooden rods and modern linen backing. Colors are slightly faded but
the overall effect is still striking, with the company's name prominent
at the top center and shield logos at the top corners. The country is
uniformly colored with red lines indicating the routes of the Union
Pacific. A rare survival of a large promotional wall map for the Union
Pacific, at the height of its importance just before the dawn of the
automobile era.
$1,450.00

175) (Mexico) Mexican International Railroad, Ferrocarril
Internacional Mexicano y sus Conexiones. New Yor k: 1895. 55x52
cm. Timetable map, with the entire verso being a fully colored map of
Mexico, railroads highlighted. Also shows most of Texas. Inset map of
the Valley of Mexico. Tables of distances and elevations. The recto has
extensive text information, all in English, about the railroad, fares, and
its connections in the United States. Good condition, with splits along
some folds and at some fold junctions, one small hole at a fold junction
in the table of distances at the right side of the map. There is also a 2panel, uncolored map on the recto of the United States and Mexico
showing major rail lines. The cover panels are printed in 3 colors and
show the International Bridge over the Rio Grande. Dated October,
1895. Printed by American Banknote Company.
$400.00
176) (Mississippi) Waite, Jno. F., Pub. Co., Mississippi. Chicago:
1896. 34x26 cm. Pocket map in stiff printed wrappers distributed by
the Henry R. Worthington Company of New York, makers of steam
pumps. Very good condition, light soiling to wrappers, map is in very
good condition with short tears at two folds. Full color by county.
Front wrapper has stamp for F. Brotherhood, Charleston, SC. $275.00
177) (New York City) League of American Wheelmen, 50 Miles
around New York - a Handbook of Cycling Roads and Routes with
Maps and Illustrations. New Yor k: 1896. 20x10 cm. While technically a book, not a map, this guidebook contains 145 uncolored maps
of bicycle routes in and around New York City. Illustrated stiff wrappers, excellent condition. The maps are strip maps showing the cycling
routes in all directions from New York. Extends east to Montauk Point
on Long Island, north to Dutchess County, New York, west through
northern New Jersey, northeast into Fairfield County, Connecticut.
Much text with information and ads for cyclists.
$350.00
178) (North Carolina) Waite, Jno. F., Pub. Co., North Carolina.
Chicago: 1896. 24x32 cm. Pocket map in stiff printed wrappers distributed by the Henry R. Worthington Company of New York, makers of
steam pumps. Very good condition, light soiling to wrappers, map is in
very good condition. Full color by county. Front wrapper has rubber
stamp for Worthington's branch in Atlanta.
$275.00
179) (San Francisco) Fishers, W ill E., & Co., Map of Sutro
Heights, Lots for Sale. San Fr ancisco: [1896]. 39x48 cm. Uncolor ed
real estate promotional map for sale of lots in Sutro Heights, what is
now the Outer Richmond neighborhood in northwestern San Francisco.
Text on recto promotes the advantages of the area, with a map on the
verso showing the lots available. Shows from Golden Gate Park north
to include the Government Reservation and Park (now Lincoln Park),

181) (Colorado) Colorado Midland Railway, Scenic Colorado as
Found Along the Midland Route. Denver : 1897. 20x108 cm.
Folding promotional brochure for this rail line between Denver and
Salt Lake City. Very good condition, with two stains on one panel. The
verso consists of eight photographic views in the Rocky Mountains
printed in color with a title across the top "Glimpses of Scenery along
the Colorado Midland Railway - All on the Main Line - No Side Trips
Necessary - Three Hundred Miles of It - All by Day Light." The recto
consists of thumbnail descriptions of 85 stops and points of scenery
along the route as well as a three-panel uncolored topographic Map of
the Colorado Midland Railway.
$425.00
182) (California) Compton, H. T., Map of the Water Front of the
City of Stockton, Showing Proposed Improvements in the
Alignment of the Water Front and Adjacent Street & Property
Lines. Stockton: 1899. 67x88 cm. Uncolor ed map of Stockton along
the Stockton and Mormon Channels showing blocks and lots, rail lines,
the proposed harbor and streets. Identifies many of the larger mills and
land owners along the channels. Several tears in front edges, some
repaired, with very minor loss.
$450.00
183) (Chicago) Watson, W. W., & Co., Alpine Heights on the
Wabash and Chicago St. Louis Electric Railroads. Chicago: c.
1900. 70x53 cm. Real estate promotional broadside for a development
in Orland Township 22 miles southwest of Chicago. Printed in blue
with highlights of the rail line in red. Very good condition, previously
folded, minor fraying at left edge. Shows 96 block divided into lots.
Inset illustration of a futuristic (for the time) electric railroad car. There
is also a small inset map of Chicago and its southwest suburbs. An
interesting promotional note on this offering indicates "In case of death
of purchaser after having paid one-half of the purchase price, the
widow or heirs will receive deed for lot without further payments, upon
furnishing satisfactory proof of death."
$325.00
184) (Railroad—Mississippi) Louisville & Nashville RR, Gulf Coast
Winter Resorts - The Tourist Route. Louisville: 1901. 23.5x19.3
cm. Brightly colored wrappers, light fraying near top. Internally very
good. Promotional brochure with 2 maps, one of the eastern United
States showing the extent of the railroad's lines, the other a more
detailed map of th line from New Orleans along the Gulf Coast through
Alabama and Mississippi to River Junction, Florida and north from
Mobile to Birmingham, Alabama. Panoramic photos show the Shore
Line at Bay St. Louis, Biloxi, and Pass Christian, Mississippi. The text
features destinations in Mississippi and New Orleans.
$325.00
185) (British Columbia) Lands and Works Dept., Map of Yale
District and Portion of Adjacent Districts, British Columbia.
Victoria, BC: 1903. 103x65 cm. Large folded map without covers

showing the area in southern British Columbia, roughly between the
Columbia and Fraser Rivers, from the United States border north past
Quesnel Lake. Printed outline color. Colored boundary lines designate
mining and land districts separately, with roughly 30 different districts
shown. A scarce map of rural western Canada.
$850.00

printed wrappers. Many separations at fold junctions, but otherwise
sound. Land areas printed in yellow, water in blue with railroads and
steamship routes in red. Shows the entire Norfolk peninsula from
Portsmouth, across the Elizabeth River, to an almost entirely
undeveloped Virginia Beach on the Atlantic Ocean. Bellamy and
Hough were real estate developers who shortly after this map was
published promoted the Larchmont neighborhood in Norfolk. Not in
OCLC, but there is a copy in the Norfolk Public Library.
$375.00
190) (Rhode Island) Miller, Max, Warren, R. I.. n.p.: 1908. 61x86
cm. Uncolored bird's-eye view restored and backed with archival
paper. Printed on light brown paper. 10 views of buildings at top, 24
buildings keyed at bottom. An attractive view, with sailing vessels
shown on the Warren River at the foreground. Not in Reps.
$850.00
191) (Arizona) Heaton, Abandoned (Town of Maricopa) Pinal
County Arizona. n.p.: c. 1910. 26x57 cm. Plat map on oil cloth paper of this stop on the railroad. Excellent condition with some light
vertical creases. Uncolored. Originally planned as the location of the
town of Maricopa, the expansion here was abandoned in 1887 when
the railroad was routed elsewhere. Heaton is now not a town but identified as a “populated place.”
$225.00

186) (New York City) Wanamaker's, Wanamaker Vest Pocket Subway Guide. New Yor k: 1904. 12.5x13.5 cm. This a small folding
promotional card for Wanamaker's Department Store with a map of the
Route of the Subway acr oss the bottom of the back. The fr ont is a
mailing panel, addressed and stamped, with a postmark in 1904,
though the exact date is not discernible. As the New York City subway
opened on October 27, 1904, this is the first, or among the first, maps
of the Subway after its opening. Haskell (Manhattan Maps) 1586 lists a
1903 copyrighted “Map of the New Subway”, but that map was clearly
issued before the official opening. The map extends from Brooklyn
Bridge to 145th St., thus not showing the extension to 157th St. which
opened on November 12, 1904 or the southern extension to South Ferry which opened in early 1905. This piece also has a timetable for the
subway and a view of “The Wanamaker Station in the Subway at Astor
Place, as it will appear when the new Wanamaker Building is completed.”. A small, but very interesting and important piece.
$950.00
187) (Nevada) Town of Lovelocks, Humboldt Co., Nevada. Lovelocks: c. 1905. 50x67 cm. Plat map of small town in northern Nevada
along the route of the Central Pacific Railroad. Lots are numbered. The
outlines of approximately 20 buildings and structures are shown, including a school house, blacksmith, two stores, a hotel, stable, ice
house, and several wells. There are also China Bunk House No. 1,
China Cook Ho., and China House. The founder of the town, George
Lovelock, is shown as a land owner. Lovelock died in 1907. A fascinating view of a railroad town in rural Nevada around 1900. $275.00
188) (New York State) 6th Annual Convention in the Interest of Road
Improvement, October 15, 1905. Map Showing Highways Planned
by County Officials, Roads to Be Built by the State. Utica: 1905.
66x106 cm. Uncolored map of New York State, with text on verso,
urging the passage of a 50 million dollar bond issue to build and
improve roads in the state. Quite fragile, with a long tear along the
center vertical fold and shorter tears along other folds. The text
provides all of the economic arguments for improving the state's roads.
A rare political advertisement using a map as a backdrop.
$250.00
189) (Virginia) Bellamy, Hough & Hardy, Map of Norfolk and
Vicinity. Nor folk: 1907. 68x93 cm. Folding map in or iginal stiff

192) (California) Brooks or Sheep Island, Contra Costa County.
Cal.. n.p.: c. 1910. 26x22 cm. Plat map of this 50 acr e island in San
Francisco Bay, just south of the town of Richmond and northwest of
Berkeley. Printed on oil cloth paper, fine condition. No geographic
detail on the island. Also shows nearby Bird Rock. Brooks Island is
now a nature preserve.
$175.00

193) (Chicago) Mercantile Trust Co. and Halsey, N. W., & Co., Map
of the Territory Served by the Western United Gas and Electric
Company Showing Pipe Lines. Chicago: c. 1910. 43x48 cm. Bird'seye view of Chicago and its western suburbs as far as the Fox River
and including the cities of Elgin, Aurora and Joliet along with many
smaller towns. Previously folded, with one piece torn from the left
margin. Short splits along some folds with no loss. Inset view of a
large natural gas holding tank at bottom right. Very bright color, primarily green with rivers in blue, cities and gas mains in red. Also
shows "Steam Railroad" lines and Electric Interurban Roads (trolleys).
Dated by the name N. W. Halsey & Co. Its founder, N. W. Halsey died
in 1911 at which time the company was absorbed by another brokerage
firm. Printed by Rand McNally.
$650.00
194) (Oregon) Map of the Town of Tolo, Jackson County, Oregon. n.p.: c. 1910. 50x72 cm. Lar ge uncolor ed plat map on oilcloth
paper of this town in south central Oregon, between Medford and

Grants Pass. Excellent condition. 41 blocks shown, with 16 lots per
block. No land owners identified. Tolo was laid out in 1888 but essentially abandoned by 1918. The map shows Oregon and California Railroad depot grounds at the center, and the town's abandonment likely
stems from financial problems related to that railroad.
$225.00
195) (Oregon) Klamath Development Co., Klamath Falls. Klamath
Falls: c. 1910. 39x49 cm. Uncolored map of the city of Klamath Falls
on thin paper, likely reduced from a larger map. Lots and additions
identified. Published as a promotional piece, this copy does not appear
to have ever been bound. Dated from a note on a plot of land indicating
that the land was to be the site of a new courthouse, selected by a vote
on April 30, 1910. The courthouse built there, called the Hot Springs
Courthouse, was torn down in 1927 after a series of lawsuits. $225.00
196) (California) Baldwin & Howells, Bird's Eye View of Stockton
and Its Peninsula, Showing Location of Baldwin & Howell's Addition and Stockton Acres. San Fr ancisco: 1912. 26x43 cm. Uncolored bird's eye view of Stockton published to promote land and home
sales in a newly opened development, Stockton Acres. Good to very
good, with several short tears and chipping at edges. Shows the town of
Stockton, the San Joaquin River, the Stockton Channel and Smith's
Canal in the foreground, Roberts Island and Mt. Boardman in the background. Street names shown, but no land owners. Not in Reps. $450.00
197) (Iowa) Grant, James R., Map of Boone, Iowa 1912. Boone, IA:
1912. 46x57 cm. Locally produced pocket map of this town in central
Iowa, about 20 miles west of Ames. Uncolored. Original stiff tan
wrappers, chipped at corners. Map is in good to very good condition,
with splits along two folds at top left mended. One small hole affecting
two letters in the title, but not impacting any geographical details. Lot
lines and names of additions shown. Street guide at bottom. A rare
locally produced town map. Not in OCLC.
$225.00
198) (Colorado) Colorado State Geological Survey, Topographic
Map of Colorado. Boulder : 1913. 92x128 cm. Ver y lar ge, detailed
topographical map of Colorado. This is a windowshade-style pulldown
map, with a metal identifying tag, which was originally one of a set of
maps, probably in a school room. Near mint condition, with bright
printed color, original linen backing and bottom rod. Uncolored key at
right side. Printed by A. Hoen of Baltimore.
$750.00
199) (Kansas) United States Army, Topographical Map - Ft.
Leavenworth and Vicinity. Ft. Leavenwor th: 1913. 121x150 cm.
Highly detailed topographic map of the area immediately around Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas designed for use in military training war games
five years before U.S. entry into World War I. Reduced from an even
larger war games map. Backed with linen and folded. Somewhat worn,
with chipping along some folds. Printed in red and black. There are
also a very large number of apparently manuscript annotations showing
land owners and highlighting some topographical features. Centered on
the area around the town of Leavenworth, a large segment of the map
also shows area across the Missouri River in Missouri.
$450.00
200) (Florida) Florida Grower, Duval County, Florida. [Tampa]:
[1914]. 47x60 cm. Map from The Florida Grower's Atlas of Florida,
the first atlas published of the state. Uncolored map of the county
which includes Jacksonville. Very good condition, previously folded,
with an early rubber stamp from a Jacksonville company. This is the
first, or among the first, maps of Duval County, though there was at
least one earlier (1884) map of the City of Jacksonville which was
issued with a local governmental report. The Florida Grower's Atlas of
Florida is very rare, with no copies recorded at auction in the past 50
years or more. See LeGear L608.
$350.00

201) (Florida) Florida Grower, Hamilton County, Florida.
[Tampa]: [1914]. 47x60 cm. Map from The Florida Grower's Atlas of
Florida. Hamilton County is on Flor ida's bor der with Geor gia,
immediately west of the Suwanee River and the Okefenokee Swamp.
The county seat is Jasper. Very good condition, previously folded, with
some areas in the eastern portion of the county hand-colored blue,
likely by an early owner. This is almost certanly the first map of
Hamilton County. See LeGear L608.
$300.00
202) (New York City) Day, Joseph P., Manhattan Beach Estates.
New York: 1916. 65x25 cm. Folding promotional brochure for land in
Manhattan Beach, Brooklyn, adjacent to Brighton Beach and Coney
Island. Very good condition, splitting along one fold. One side shows
the lots as laid out, identifying those which are available for sale in red.
The verso has text promoting the development, with a small bird's-eye
view of the area and a brightly colored scene showing elegantly
dressed couples on a boardwalk and gazing at the ocean.
$350.00
203) (Florida) Anonymous, Manuscript Map of Citrus County
Florida. n.p.: c. 1920. 51x52 cm. Manuscr ipt map of Citr us County
showing the location of the Peninsular Naval Stores Co.'s lands. Roads,
elevations and the company's lands are shown in color, with a key at
the top. Extends from Gulf of Mexico to the Withlacoochee River,
showing bridges across that river.
$225.00
204) (Florida) Jacksonville Heights Improvement Co., Map Showing
Lands of Jacksonville Heights Improvement Co.. [J acksonville]: c.
1920. 40x51 cm. Map on thin paper of the area immediately west and
south of Jacksonville highlighting watercourses. Several manuscript
notes. Lot lines shown, with lands of the company highlighted. The
company was founded in 1909 and still exists. Only a small number of
the roads are shown as being paved, .
$225.00
205) (Florida) Narcoossee Farm & Township Co., New Map of
Narcoossee. Kissimmee,FL: c. 1920. 43x40 cm. Uncolor ed pr inted
map on tissue-thin paper, torn at right side and top right corner with
extremely minimal loss of printed area. Manuscript identification note
at top right. Plat map for a town just south of Orlando. There had been
a town on this site founded in the 1880's, but it was essentially
disbanded and abandoned around 1910. Section and lot lines are
shown. The only reference to this map which we could locate was its
use in a boundary dispute which was finally settled in 1983. (Tyson v
Edwards, 433 So. 2d 549 )
$275.00
206) (Long Island) Hyde, E. Belcher, Real Estate Map of Nassau
County, Long Island, New York. New Yor k: 1923. 80x64 cm. Six
part map, each section folded and backed with linen, in an oblong 4to
½ leather binding. Map and binding have been restored, with new
leather spine and tips on the binding, modern cloth on the maps. Put
together, this would be a very large map, with many landowners
identified. Theodore Roosevelt's estate on Cove Neck, near Oyster
Bay, is clearly identified as are many other "Gold Coast" properties on
the North Shore. An important map of the area, compiled just before
the Northern State Parkway was built, and thus shows all of the land
owners through and around whose land the road was run.
$2,250.00
207) (Florida) Price Tours, Bird's Eye Map of Key West for
Tourists. Key West: c. 1949. 16x41 cm. A scar ce pr omotional piece
for a cruise company out of Key West, with information about cruises
to Havana via the S. S. Cuba on the verso and an uncolored map of
Key West, with 57 locations keyed, on the recto. One might be able to
pin down the date from locations noted. One is the Hemingway
Residence, still noted as private. It is certainly no earlier than 1932, as
it describes the new Cuban Capitol building, built in 1931.
$350.00
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